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Changes ahead for Slavin Center
Offices for clubs, Security, and the Health Center, among others, to move
by

Ryan Ainscough ’02

Editor-in-Chief

According to a newly
unveiled proposal, the clubs,
organizations, and departments
of Providence College may play
a large-scale game of “musical
chairs” this summer. The
highlights of the proposed re
organization include placing
Stuart’s in lower Slavin, placing
the Security Department in the
current Health Center, placing
Career Services in the former
Campus Ministry Offices, and
filling in the Slavin “pit.”
“This is going to be
something the students

wanted,” explained Mark
Raposa, Director of Finance and
Business. “You’re going to see
[Slavin] hopping, back to the
good old days.”
Although the desire to
reorganize Slavin has existed
for years, the opportunity to do
so did not arise until the recent
construction of St. Dominic’s
Chapel, which allowed the
Campus Ministry to move from
its office on the second floor of
Slavin to the basement of the
chapel. In fact, the intention to
make Slavin a more appropriate
student union was outlined in
the Strategic Plan, developed
two years ago by the school. A

student union, according to
Rapoza, should serve “a non
academic part of [student] life.”
Ideally, it includes student
government, clubs and
organizations, a cafeteria, a
place of recreation such as
Stuart’s, and also a place for
studying, such as the soft
lounge.
“We needed a domino to
drop,” said Rapoza. “[The
relocation of the Campus
Ministry] left us some sizeable
square footage.”
Instead of simply replacing

Proposed changes
- Career Services will move
to the old Campus Ministry
Center and half of Slavin 203.
- The Resource Room will be
in the other half of Slavin 203.
- A “leveled” pit will be en
closed with glass walls to
maintain an “open lobby at
mosphere.”
- Stuart’s will move to the Ca
reer Service’s Office, the Stu
dent Congress Office, and the
small offices behind Congress.

Offices, page 4

- The Health Center & Personal
Counseling Center will move
to Stuart’s.
- Security will move to the
Health Center.
- Student Congress will move
to the Resource Room.
- Discipline Department will
move to Personal Counseling.
- Sovereign Bank will move
across fromWDOM.

*Other relocations are yet to be determined.

Organ completes
St. Dominic Chapel

Peace on
Earth Day?
Office of Residence Life shuts down
SEAC event unexpectedly

PETE JOHNSON ’03/The Cowl

Students check out the information tables at Earth Day.
by

Ben Russell ’04

displays and the signs were
made out of recyclable
materials, and the cardboard for
The aim of the Providence the displays was compacted and
College Student Environmental then recycled. The food, which
Action Coalition’s (SEAC) was donated to the club, was to
Earth Day was to provide “a fun be composted once everyone
day, where people could hang had eaten. The group also
out, listen to music, and learn served tea at the function, but so
about a number of issues,” as not to waste plastic or
according to Michelle Smith Styrofoam cups, students who
’01, organizer and planner of wanted a glass of the tea had to
the event. However, a day provide their own mug.
intended to inform others about
Besides providing food,
the environment was cut short SEAC raised money by selling
by the college administration t-shirts and sweatshirts that they
due to miscommunication.
had made, along with recycled
Earth Day was an event notebooks, made out of recycled
intended to present a number of paper and covers made out of
environmental issues and, at the
Earth Day, page 4
same time, produce zero waste,
according to Smith. The
News Staff
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The organ, dedicated last weekend, contains 2,289 pipes.
Desmarais. O.P., Assistant played with the feet. As Sherry
by Nicole McIntyre ’02
Chaplain.
“After that, it took Humes, Director of the
News Editor
three weeks to voice [the organ] Liturgical Choir, explained
Although St. Dominic and a day to tune it. Spring
during a guided tour of the
Chapel has quickly become break and Easter break fell in
organ, that stoptabs located on
the regular home of spiritual there, too, so we just finished
the instrument allow the
activities on campus since it up now.”
organist to change the type of
opened in January, the final
Designed and constructed by sound the organ produces. For
piece of the puzzle, the the Holtkamp Organ Company
instance, by pressing one or a
Holtkamp Pipe Organ, was not of Cleveland, Ohio, the
set of stoptabs, the organ can
officially dedicated until this $440,000 organ contains 2,289 produce a flute sound, while
past weekend.
pipes and 38 ranks, or registers pushing another set can
“It took three weeks to build of pipes. It consists of four
Organ, page 5
the organ,” stated Sr. Annette keyboards, including one that is

Please Recycle

Senior artists show their true
colors at Hunt-Cavanaugh.
A&E, page 18
This Newspaper

He scorns authority figures,
smokes like a chimney
and....avoids talking in class?
Is it chic to be stupid at PC?
Commentary, page 12
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Fun in the sun at B.O.P. Carnival

Students take advantage of the good weather at the annual BOP Spring Carnival last Friday afternoon. In addition to trying their hand at sumo wrestling,
students had the opportunity to make their way through an inflatable obstacle course and enjoyed free treats such as cotton candy and popcorn.

Formicola discusses school choice
and America’s future
by

Barbara DeConto ’04

News Staff

An increasingly prominent and highly
controversial issue making its way into
our society is school choice, which
would give parents the freedom to
choose which school their child attends,
regardless of where they live. Promoters
of school choice believe it would give
parents the opportunity to choose
alternative educational programs and
would create healthy competition
between schools.
On Monday, Dr. Jo Renee Formicola,
Political Science Professor from Seton
Hall University in South Orange, New
Jersey, and author of The Politics of
School Choice, lectured on this subject
to members of the Providence College
community and general public.
During the lecture, Formicola raised
a number of questions such as: Who
should pay far schools?
What
curriculum should be taught? Who is
responsible for the increase in school
violence?
The answer to these questions
depends upon a person’s point of view,
according to Formicola. There are two
approaches to dealing with the “troubled
public education system in our society.”
Progressives blame society, politicians,
“the system,” and funding for the
difficulties in our school system. On the
other hand, the traditional view places
the blame on individuals, the curriculum,
teachers, and unions.
In order to deal with these mounting
educational problems, activists suggest
giving parents more options within the
public school system. The choices that
Formicola discussed were magnet
schools, which function around a
particular curriculum, such as art or
music; inter-district transfers, which
allow students to attend any public
school no matter where they live; and
charter schools.
Charter schools are the “largest
school choice” at this time, according to
Formicola. Currently, more that 30
states offer charter schools, which give
educators the opportunity to “try
different curriculums,” she said. Charter

JOHN ENGLISHMEN '03/The Cowl

schools can be funded publicly or by
corporations for profit.
It is CEO’s such as Chris Whittle,
founder of The Edison Project, who are
viewed as “education entrepreneurs
[who] see education as a business,”
according to Formicola. Whittle invested
$400 million to set up Edison Schools
around the country. These schools
provide educational innovations such as
giving each student a laptop, which they
and their parents can use to stay
connected with teachers 24 hours a day.
Formicola also spoke of school
choice options for students who do not
attend public schools. A tuition tax credit
is being tested in a number of states. The
plan would allow parents who send their
children to private schools to deduct the
amount they pay for tuition from their
federal taxes.
Another option is the provision of
vouchers, which are grants from public
organizations. However, according to
Formicola, vouchers are the “most
controversial of school choice options.”

Important information for all
students
All students are required to be enrolled in a personal health insurance program.
You will shortly be receiving a waiver card which you must complete by the date
indicated on this card. Failure to return this card by the response date will result
in you automatically being enrolled in an insurance program.

In response to concern with the
education system on the part of parents,
they are also pulling their children out
of school to educate them at home, an
option which is on the rise. Formicola
commented on home schooling, saying,
“It’s a phenomenon that represents the
parental desire to control curriculum.”
As education reform was a common,
election platform for politicians,
Formicola hopes that President George
W. Bush will “stick to his guns” and keep
his word to bring about change.
According to Formicola, President Bush
is a supporter of school vouchers, and
his reform ideas are revolutionary. “He
is the first president to suggest that the
federal government has a role in school
reform; it’s not just a local matter,” she
said.
School choice remains a
controversial issue, and in fact, it is
“teachers and unions who are adamantly
opposed to school choice,” Formicola
commented. She explained that “many

teachers are afraid charter schools will
force them to offer exciting, interesting,
and innovative curriculum, which many
teachers are not interested in doing.”
Formicola also believes that “school
choice is an evolving political movement
[and] is picking up a lot of momentum,
[and] it will prevail eventually. Parents
won’t be losing anything, they’ll only be
gaining options.”
While she does not expect any major
changes to occur this year, she said, “The
Supreme Court is going to have to hear
the case soon.” She also added, “I think
this is going to be an investment in the
near future; public education is going to
be very different within our lifetime.”
Kate Constantino ’04 commented
after the lecture, “ I’m a supporter of
school choice. I think they could really
help students and make schools take
more responsibility.”
To find out what Commentary thinks
about this issue, turn to page 12.

Correction
In the “Focus On: Anne Egan” in the April 19th issue of The Cowl, we errone
ously stated that she was the first PC student to be awarded a Fulbright Scholar
ship. Further investigation has shown that other PC students have also received
this award. We apologize for the error.
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A stand against
discrimination

Focuson:

Andrea Ricci

LAURA MENESES '03/The Cowl

Unity Players simulate a situation in today’s classroom.
by

Laura Meneses ’03

Asst. News Editor

Courtesy at Andrea Ricci

By Jamie Gisonde ’02
News Staff
“When I was six, I saw my first PC
Basketball game. I knew right away I
wanted to be on the Dance Team,”
explained Andrea Ricci ’03. From
Lincoln, RI, Ricci not only made that
dream come true, but with 16 years of
dancing under her belt, she is
performing her way to the top.
In March, Ricci received news that
she made the Universal Dance
Association (UDA), a group that works
in affiliation with ESPN and the
Universal Cheerleading Association
(UCA), and travels around the country
in the summers to instruct camps for
other college dance teams. “I found out
in the mail room. I was with my
roommate and my friend. We started
screaming,” said Ricci. As if the news
was not exciting enough, Ricci was also
the first from PC to make the group.
The UDA first discovered Ricci
when the PC Dance Team traveled to
Rutgers University last summer to
compete. The team won the gold for
“Most Improved Team,” and Ricci was
selected to apply to the Association.
The organization then reviewed her
resume and chose Ricci fora formal try
out in New Jersey in January. There,
she sealed the group’s decision to add
her to the list of200 staff members for
2001. “It was nerve-wracking because
everyone was trying to take each other’s
spot, but I knew that when I left, if I
got it, I was going to be thrilled," Ricci
stated.
Starting June 1, Ricci will travel
along the East Coast with the UDA
teaching routines, critiquing style, and
j udging the performances of the college
teams. Ricci will not only be an
instructor, however. She has to learn
19 dance routines by June because the
faculty will also perform for their
students, something that Ricci is excited'
about.
Ricci performs tap, jazz, lyrical,
pointe, and ballet. She likes them all
equally. She thought about being a
dance major at another school, but
opted to attend PC for a more versatile
experience. She also turned down an
opportunity to join the Boston Ballet
because she “wanted to do the round
about thing.”
As a history major, Ricci intends to
pursue a law degree after she dances
professionally. She hopes that her
experience with the UDA will open
some doors for her after college.
“Ideally, I would like to work in New
York. I want to be in musicals—as a

dancer,” Ricci stressed, “because I’m
not much of a singer.” She also wants
to dance with Disney “because 1 did
that with her dance school when I was
in high school and it was a lot of fun.”
Ricci has been competing since she
was 12. She and five other dancers
from Cheryl’s School of Dance in
North Providence went to national
competitions. She is also a Certified
Dance Trainer - a title she acquired
from summer sessions with the Dance
Teacher’s Club of Boston, which she
eventually joined as a member.
Even though Ricci has a lot on her
plate, she shows no signs of slowing
down. Ricci teaches classes for

It was
nervewracking..but
I knew
that...if 1
got it, I was
going to be
thrilled
-Andrea Ricci ’03

children at Cheryl’s School on the
weekends. Ricci also made the Friar’s
Club this year, plans on studying
abroad in London in the fall, and will
be an R.A. when she returns in the
spring.
As for being named to the UDA,
the excitement has yet to wear off.
Her fellow teammates could not be
happier for her. “[The Dance Team}
was thrilled. They brought me
balloons and we had a get-together last
week—everyone was going crazy.
They are very supportive of me,”
stated Ricci.
If Ricci’s success thus far reflects
her talent, enthusiasm, and dedication,
this PC dancer certainly has a lot to
look forward to.

Ever heard of an acting group
composed of non-theater majors who
perform for free? Even though the
Rhode Island College Unity Players fill
this description, they are no amateurs.
These volunteer actors confront the
complex issues of respect and diversity
within their skits, and, in fact. “We make
race and racism fun,” said the Player’s
instructor and Rhode Island College
(RIC) anthropology professor Dr.
Carolyn Fluehr, during their
performance in Moore Hall II
Wednesday night.
Summed up in the group’s slogan, the
aim of the Unity Players is “One
planet.. .one people.” People must learn
to appreciate diversity and combat
ignorance, according to the group.
“Difference is OK...it is reality,” said
actress Hannah Resseger.
In order to bring about greater
awareness, the Unity Players clarified
typical misperceptions throughout their
performance. In a skit entitled “Cream
in Your Coffee,” for example, actors
informed the audience of the misuse of
the word mulatto. The correct word to
describe a person of different racial
backgrounds is biracial, said Resseger,
explaining that mulatto has a derogatory
origin. “(Mulatto) means a mixture
between a donkey and a horse,” said
Resseger, and therefore should not be
applied to humans.
In addition to urging students to
correct their use of the word mulatto, the
Unity Players discussed the implications
of the word nigger. The group addressed
the problem of blacks using the word in
reference to themselves. “It has been
acquired by the people it was used
against,” said actor Adam Babbitt.
Although this may be true, the use of
the word nigger must be prohibited so
that all receive due respect, according to
the Players. “The word nigger has a
derogatory meaning. No one should use
that word because too much goes into
that word,” said Unity Player Ghislaine
Jean. She continued, “As respect to your
ancestors, you can’t say that word. It’s
a shame if you continuously use it.”
“People shouldn’t use this word, no
matter what color they are,” added Abby
Davis ’03.
According to Andrea Escobar ’04, it
is the influence of rap music that has
caused the misuse of the word nigger, as
rap performers attach a meaning of
power to the word. “I think the problem
is that the rap world used [the word] and
made it seem OK to use,” she said.
Dave Mayo ’02 spoke of his personal
experiences with the misuse of the word
nigger. He admitted that, in the past, he
and his roommate used the word nigger
as a term of empowerment. However,
recently, they agreed to use the word
soldier in place of nigger so as to be more
respectful. Not only did the Unity
Players applaud Mayo’s effort, they said

that might adapt his story in a future skit.
In another skit presented during the
performance, actress Sengoudone
Sengvilay spoke out against the
stereotypes used against Asians. The skit
involved a scene in a Chinese restaurant
during which the customers disrespect
an Asian waiter, expanding upon
stereotypes of Asian speech and cuisine.
This situation is not atypical, said
Sengvilay, who has witnessed the
ignorance of many customers both at her
sister’s restaurant and in her work as a
waitress at Foxwoods casino. “They
make it seem like we don’t know how
to speak English,” she said, adding that,
on the contrary, workers are quite skilled
in the language.
In order to combat ignorance, change
must be made in today’s school system,
said Unity Player Chris Souza. Through
the skit entitled “School Dayz,” the
audience realized that many students are
misinformed in the classroom. For
example, while many students learn that
Abraham Lincoln was the key figure in
the freeing of the slaves during the Civil
War, they fail to learn that he entered the
War for different motives. “Lincoln got
involved in the War for economic
reasons,” said Souza.
PC students agreed, explaining that
many classes do not cover major figures
and influences outside of the white,
European realm. “There’s so much that’s
being disregarded,” said Clara
Rodriguez ’03, pointing to the
Development of Western Civilization
program as an example. She agreed with
the Unity Players stress upon a diversity
requirement, which is lacking at PC.
The state of America must be
changed, according to the Unity Players.
“It seems like America is the only
country that gives us license to be
ignorant,” said Jean. In a closing song
by Jean, Resseger, and Nyisha Conroy,
they called for America, currently the
“divided states of Babylon” to live out
its true name, the United States of
America.
The Unity Players brought greater
awareness to the student audience,
commented Davis. “This was a small
step towards getting this out in the open.
It’s good to talk about (these issues),”
she said.
Representing the RIC Chapter of the
NAACP, the Unity Players was started
in the spring of 1999 to perform for an
elementary school audience, and has
since increased its types of audiences.
They have performed at other
institutions, such as Clark University, to
raise awareness of race and diversity.
Their style, called structured
improvisation, means that “each
performance (of the Unity Players) is a
unique event,” said Fleuhr. She
explained that all of the skits are true to
life. “These are not made up,” she
commented.
Wednesday’s performance at PC was
sponsored by Students Organized
Against Racism.
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Bedford’s big dig

Earth Day
ends early
-Continued from page 1-

A broken water pipe leaves students frustrated.
Recently; students on lower campus
have had to deal with the inconvenience
of a large hole behind Bedford Hall. “It’s
definitely a pain,” stated Kim Baker ’03.
“It just kept getting bigger and bigger,”
added Caity Alexander ’02. “I kept
thinking, “How in the world am I going

to get to the parking lot?'”
According to Warren Gray, Assistant
Vice President of Finance and Business,
the hole is due to plumbing concern,
“We had a pipe a chilled water pipe break
between Bedford and Sienna,” explained
Gray. “We’re working to fix it as quickly

as possible.” According to Grey, the
problem should be remedied shortly.
“We’re pressurizing it Tuesday, and we’ll
see if we got all the leaks.”

-Nicole McIntyre ’02
News Editor

Offices to move campus-wide
lacked since moving to the Physical
Plant building years ago. In addition, the
Career Services Department will be
moved to an elevated location with
windows and more space.
“I’m excited. I’m looking forward to
putting a schedule together,” said
Rapoza.

cereal boxes. Tables set up with
information about and jewelry made of
hemp, SEAC’s involvement in the
community and on campus, and a table
set up by Students Organized Against
Racism (S.O. A.R) were part of the event.
Although S.O.A.R may seem like an
unlikely participant in Earth Day, their
table had information on environmental
racism, which involves companies
coming into poor minority areas and
polluting the region.
Although the group’s main purpose
for the day was to help educate students
and encourage them to be active in taking
care of the environment, they wanted to
provide entertainment, as well. The
group had planned for several bands to
play for free, keeping the total cost of
the whole event under one hundred
dollars.
Even though SEAC believed they had
planned carefully for the event, Earth
Day was called off after only a few
hours, as Residence Life staff members
shut down the event and told the bands
to go home.
According to K.C. Ferrara, Assistant
Director of Student Services, Earth Day
was shut down because “of some
confusion between the groups involved,
but nothing was done maliciously to
undermine the event. It had nothing to
do with the mission of the group.”
Ferrara also stated that because the club
did not have an entertainment license for
the band, a security request was not
secured, and the Quad was not reserved
through the Office of Residence Life,
officials were forced to shut the event
down.
However, according to Smith and
Alison Weber ’01, the club did
everything that they were told in order
to hold the event in the Quad. Weber
said that Danielle Petty ’01 was sent all
around campus trying to reserve the
Quad and set up the event, and the group
thought that they had properly followed
the procedures of the college.
Overall Smith was disappointed.
“We [the Student Environmental Action
Coalition] just feel let down,’’she stated.

No more Stuart’s on lower campus? It will be moved to Slavin next year.

- Continued from page 1 this area with another office, Fr. McPhail
saw an opportunity to reorganizeSlavin
on the whole, according to Rapoza. To
“improve the overall flow of [Slavin] and
put departments and offices in places
where they would be better utilized,” Fr.
McPhail created a committee to
investigate possibilities earlier this year.
The committee included Rapoza, Dr.
Kirk Brague, Assistant Vice President of
Student Services, Dr. Jacqueline
Mackay, Assistant Vice President of
Student Services, Sharon Hay, Director
of S.A.I.L., K.C. Ferrera, Assistant
Director of S.A.I.L., and Craig
MacLellan, the student representative.
Due to a student services conference,
Fr. McPhail and the other committee
members were unavailable for comment.
In order to make informed decisions
about the relocations process, the team
visited other student unions and
conducted focus groups. “We spent a lot
of time on this,” said Rapoza.
Although this research was
conducted, many of the organizations,
that will be moved under the proposal
were caught by surprise. Rapoza
explained that the process of consulting

organizations would have slowed the
process.“Everyone would say I’d like to
be in ’64 Hall,” Rapoza explained. “We
needed to get a running start. We would
never be discussing a plan if we went
about it that way.”
Also, even though they were not
consulted, the committee will now
contact all the groups for feedback and
to offer assistance in the moving process,
according to Rapoza. In addition, the
plan is by no means final.
“This is still a work in progress,” said
Rapoza.
Although the plan has been approved
by the college’s Presidential Cabinet,
final figures for the cost of the project
and a definite schedule for its
implementation are indefinite.
“We would love to do everything at
once, this summer,” Rapoza explained.
“We may need to phase it in, though.
That is yet to be determined,” he said.
According to the committee, there are
many advantages to the relocation. The
placement of the Health Center and
Personal Counseling in one space, the
former Stuart’s, will allow for a
confidential, overall wellness center.
Also, Security will return to its central
location on campus, something it has

Moving Boxes. How recyclable.

All flattened corrugated cardboard is now
recyclable with the Maximum Recycling
Program. For more information, call 942-1430
ext. 775 or visit us at www.rirrc.org.

Rhode Island Resource Recovery Corp.. Board ol Comttsiooers. Chairman A Austin Fertand. Sen Rooer Badeau. Dante E. Bom. Jr.
Kenneth Aurecchta. Rep. Robert Lowe. Rep. Joan Owck. Wayne Salisbury. Michael Sahaoore, Jr.. John St. Sauveur
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Organ officially dedicated

Fr. Smith blesses the organ during the dedcation ceremony.
-Continued from page 1produce a string or reed sound.
Beyond its impressive
appearance, the organ is an
integral part of both the
celebration of Mass and the
College community, according
to Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P.,
President of the College.
“Music is so central in the
liturgy because it is so central
in our lives,” Fr. Smith said at
the ceremony. “The pipe organ
holds a special place among all
instruments. It expresses in a
wonderful way the biblical

command to sing a new song.”
Dr. Mark Steinbach, the
organist at Brown University
and a former special lecturer in
the Providence College Music
Department, demonstrated the
organ’s capabilities for the
packed chapel. Steinbach, who
has been playing the organ since
before high school, performed
several pieces for the crowd,
including
both
Johann
Sebastian Bach’s “Prelude in EFlat ‘St. Anne’” and his
“Liebster Jesu, wir sind hier.”
“It’s wonderful [to play in St.
Dominic] because the acoustics
are wonderful for music

making, said Steinbach. A lot
of organs are in unfortunate
spaces where there is no
reverberation at all, but this
room was conceived organ and
chapel together.”
Additionally, Steinbach
believed the organ’s proximity
to the choir made performing an
exciting experience. “Usually
the organ is way up in a balcony,
and you’re far away from the
people, but there is a direct
connection here. That made it
extra exciting to play,”
Steinbach said.
In addition to the two Bach
pieces,
Steinbach
also

performed Jehan Alain’s
“Litanies” and Charles-Marie
Widor’s
“Toccata
from
Symphony V.”
The centerpiece for the event,
however, was the debut of a
work commissioned specifically
for the occasion. “I’ve always
wanted to do a commission with
this group,” commented Dr.
Michele Holt, Director of Choral
Activities. “I thought this was a
perfect opportunity for the
College community.”
Selected as the composer for
the piece was Dr. Hubert Bird, a
former Professor of Music at
Keene State University in New
Hampshire and a full-time
composer. Holt’s interest in Bird
began a little over six years ago
when he received the Roger
Wagner Award for Excellence in
Choral Composition. “He’s won
a lot of awards, and he writes in
a style and a language that would
work very well with my group,”
explained Holt. “I was very
, excited to work with him.”
The composition was named
for its basis, the Locus Iste text,
according to Bird. “[It] is one
of my favorites, and it was
basically the inspiration for the
work,” he noted.
Bird, who began the piece in
November of 2000, was able to
deliver the full final score to Holt
around the first week of
February. “We had other
concerts to prepare for, so we
had to work on the piece in
between that,” said Holt. “Once
that was over, we really tried to
focus on this.”

Many noted the high level
of performance displayed at the
event. “It was beautiful,”
commented Bird. “Everybody
involved worked so hard, and
it is very obvious that they did
a good job.”
“I am so proud of our
students,” added Fr. Smith. “It
was great. The choir and
instrumentalists
were
magnificent.”
For the performers, as well,
the experience was moving. “I
loved it. I had some moments
that really choked me up,” Holt
said. “The kids sing with such
heart in a performance. They
really find a place in their
souls.”
“It was very emotional and
quite uplifting,” stated Dana
Pelliccio ’04. “I’ve never
experienced anything like that
before.”
“I was exhilarated. It was
technically impressive,”
Margaret Gianquinto ’02 said.
Todd Sorenson ’04 agreed.
“It was exciting because I had
never heard a real organist
before. Plus, it’s always
exciting when the different
musical groups get together.”
Overall, Fr. Smith found the
day to be a positive step for the
College. “It’s an omen of great
things to come,” he concluded.

Special thanks to Pete Regan
’02 for his help with this
article.
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Fair promotes
student health

Registration system
causes headaches

by

Nicole McIntyre ’02

News Editor
KERRY ROUTLEDGE ’04/The Cowl

A student gets a free blood test at the Health and Wellness Fair.
by Shawna

Hassett ’03

News Staff

Both health buffs and students
interested in better health techniques
found their way to the eighth Annual
Health and Wellness Fair last Tuesday
in ’64 Hall from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. The
fair, which was co-sponsored by the
Health Center and Human Resources,
featured a variety of expositions,
demonstrations, and screenings.
Cynthia Jacobson, R.N., Health and
Wellness Educator at PC, explained that
the event is meant to involve the entire
campus and raise awareness about health
education. She stated, “Through the
screenings and information offered, we
can help to identify possible problems.”
She also said that the in addition to
promoting good health, both physical
and mental, the fair is a lot of fun with
plenty of food, samples, and raffles.
Prizes were donated by PC Athletics,
Barnes & Noble bookstore, and United
Healthcare.
The free screenings included vision,
blood glucose, cholesterol, blood
pressure, body fat percentage, and
postural. Dr. Leonard Marino, a
Chiropractic Physician, said that he was
available to explain the basics and
benefits of chiropractic medicine.
Similarly, Linda M. Hopgood, a
reflexologist from Foot Fingers
Reflexology, contacted PC so that she
could attend the fair. She stated, “It’s a
good niche for me to promote
reflexology and to bring it to a
professional level.”
Other alternative healing methods
were represented as well. Harmony
Through Feng Shui, Dahn Holistic
Fitness, and Cherry Valley Herb Farm
each had exposition tables to promote

their alternative techniques for better
health. Various books and videos were
available on these subjects.
The Samaritans Suicide Prevention
Education was not only attending the
fair to educate, but to recruit.
According to the representatives, the
program was seeking volunteers for
their anonymous suicide hotline,
especially for this summer.
Live demonstrations were also
presented to students. At noon, John
Rinaldo, the Head Strength and
Conditioning Coach at PC presented
“Learn About Proper Exercise
Techniques” and at 12:45 pm, the Dahn
Center presented the “Dahn Exercise
Program.”
Sue Howe ’04 who attended the
event, stated, “I think it’s great that the
college is interested in promoting health
and wellness to the entire PC
community. The different screenings
and information available are very
interesting.”
Multiple pamphlets were available
to visitors of the fair about an entourage
of topics such as stress, weight loss,
nutrition, and sexual assault just to
name a few. Other informational tables
included the PC Personal Counseling
Center, Delta Dental, Pfizer,
Unitedhealth Care, Mary Kay, Beverly
Hills Weight Loss and Wellness, URI
College of Pharmacy, Podiatry,
Lifespan Health, Nikken Magnetics,
Brain Imagery Associatlcfh of RI,
Nutrition from Sodexho, New England
Organ Bank, AIDS Project of RI, STEP
ONE PC Peer Education, Sexual
Assault and Trauma Resource Center
of RI, and the Providence Center.

S.A.I.L. awards
results
Most improved organization: Veritas
Most successful fundraiser: Figure Skating Club’s Ben & Jerry’s Study Break
Club spirit award: A Capella Club
Outstanding service project: Pastoral Service Organization - Habitat for
Humanity Collegiate Challenge
Moderator of the year: (tie) Sharon Hay - Board of Programers; Brother
Kevin O’Connell, O.P. - Friar’s Club
Most outstanding athletic organization: Intermural Athletic Board
Unsung hero: (tie) Scott Bertolami - Chair of PSO’s Adult Literacy Committee;
Mike DeCastro - Treasurer, Class of 2001
Student leader of the year: Jennie Perrault - President of B.O.S.S.A
Outstanding event: Rusted Root Concert - Board of Programers
Outstanding new event: Mr. Providence - Board of Programers
Outstanding new organization: Gaelic Society
Outstanding organization: Board of Programers
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While many juniors believed that
registering for senior year classes
would be easy, some members of the
Class of 2002 encountered hours of
busy signals during their registration
time. “It took me four hours with two
phones to get through,” stated Kristy
Whalen ’02. “I was so frustrated.”
“I wasted two hours of my life
pressing buttons on the phone,”
complained Stephanie DuBois ’02.
Students reported other anomalies,
including being able to register up to
four hours ahead of their scheduled
time and sophomores scheduled to
register on the second day of
registration for the Class of 2003 being
allowed to register a day early.
According to Ann Barone, Director
of Academic Scheduling and
Registration, the magnitude of the
problem was greater than any difficulty
they encountered in past years. “We
haven’t really had a problem like this
in the past,” Barone stated. “The
system went down at about 11 a.m. I
called Computer Services, but the

Library hours
for exams
Friday, May 4: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday, May 5: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday, May 6: 10 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Monday, May 7: 8 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Tuesday, May 8: 8 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Wednesday, May 9: 8 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Thursday, May 10: 8 a.m. - 1 a.m
Friday, May 11:8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday, May 12: 8 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sunday, May 13: 10 a.m. -1 a.m.
Monday, May 14: 8 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Tuesday, May 15:8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

system remained down until 1:45 or 2
p.m. So it was down for almost three
hours.”
Although Barone was unsure of
what caused the breakdown, Tim
Coughlin, a Computer Operator, stated
that Computer Services suspected that
“some kind of file got corrupted, [but
that] they recovered the program from
a back-up.”
Barone noted that problems such as
the ones encountered Monday may be
resolved in the near future, as Banner,
a new web-based system for
registration, should be up and running
by summer orientation 2002. “The old
system is at least ten years old,” Barone
explained. “This new system will
hopefully work better.”
To those students who were
frustrated with registration, Barone
offered her sympathy. “It’s your
schedule. It’s important to you. Just
don’t worry. Everyone will get
registered.”
The e-mail and voice mail sent out
by Registration was a minor consolation
to the students affected by the system
breakdown. “It shows they care,” said
Whalen, “but still, it’s a headache.”

From the
Health
Center
For graduate school, transferring
students, or any student needing a
copy of their health record or
immunization information - The
Student Health Center will be closing
for the summer. Please come in for
copies of your record before May 11.
After this date, your request will be
delayed.
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the time capsule

They’re here: PC goes coed
Retro Joe Creamer ’01
Asst. Editor-in-Chief 2000-2001
by

Kerry Weber ’04
Contributing Writer

In the fall of 1971, Providence
College underwent the greatest change
in its history to date. It accepted and
enrolled women for the first time.
Enrollment increased throughout the
early 60s and peaked in the fall of 1966
with 2,703 men taking classes. In 1967,
enrollment dropped and continued to fall
through the fall of 1970 when only 2,063
men enrolled in classes. At the same
time, the academic quality of the
incoming classes was declining. The
number of students coming to PC that
were in the top five percent of their
graduation high school classes dropped
from 40 percent in the fall of ’67 to 26
percent in the top five percent in fall of
1970. These factors may have been part
of the reason the College considered
bringing women to PC. Thus, in the fall
of ’71, enrollment increased to 2,401
students, including the largest class of
freshmen up until that time with 878 men
and women.
In preparation for the first class of
women, Rev. Joseph Lennon, O.P., Vice
President for Community Affairs,
produced a pamphlet entitled, “When the
Girls Come.” In it, Fr. Lennon voiced
many concerns about the “coeds.” Fr.
Lennon warned the males that, “because
of [a woman’s] sensitivity, noise and
odors may upset her.” While Fr. Lennon
did acknowledge that women could earn
grades equal to those of men, he also said
that “women do not, or cannot, or do not
want to innovate...do not expect them.to
be creative.” One thing Fr. Lennon did
expect from the women was that they
would cry. Despite this, Fr. Lennon did
offer some positive aspects of a coed’s
personality. He stated that “compared to
male students, coeds have half the
frequency of tardiness, destruction of
property, stealing, profanity, acting
smart, laziness, defiance, cruelty and
bullying, rudeness...”
Because many perceived Fr.
Lennon’s booklet to be a school
publication, Fr. William P. Haas, O.P.,
President, sent a memo to the College
community stating that the booklet was
a “private publication of its author.
It...does not reflect the policies or
judgements of the administration of the
College.” In a letter to the publications
center, Rev. Robert A. Morris, O.P., Vice
President for Institutional Development,
delicately ordered that Fr. Lennon’s
pamphlet not be published because it did
not pertain to his office of Community
Affairs. Fr. Lennon responded that it was
a “sincere effort to prepare for the influx
of the new coeds... .It is offered in a spirit
of helpfulness and fraternal love...”
Regardless, the College refused to
publish the document, so “a friend of [Fr.
Lennon’s] subsidized its publication.”
The publication caused quite a furor.
The Cowl’s Editor-in-Chief, Joe Meny,
was thought to have collaborated with
Fr. Lennon, but according to Fr. Haas’
notes on his meeting with Fr. Lennon,
“questions written as if posed by Joseph
Meny, were in fact written by the author
and subsequently agreed to by Meny.”
Although Fr. Haas did not publicly
express his thoughts on the content of
the pamphlet, in a letter to the Provincial,
the Very Rev. Kenneth C. Sullivan, O.P.,
Fr. Haas wrote that “the content and
language of the essay is deplorable...”
Sr. Leslie Straub, O.P., Professor of
Sociology, noted that “When the Girls
Come” “was not representative of the
thoughts of the Dominican Fathers on
campus,” but rather, the opinion of just
one.
Upon the women’s arrival, spirited
coeds made their mark on the school.
There were 191 women residents the first

year. One of the first woman residents,
Associate Dean Wanda Ingram ’75
recalled, “We all lived in Aquinas. We
were a tight group.” However, their path
toward acceptance did not come without
some obstacles. Many of the males had
preconceived notions of what types of
behavior women could handle. Some
men thought women needed to be
sheltered or protected. As Patricia Vieira
’75, Public Affairs Officer, stated, “If you
were in a conversation and a guy swore
or said something off-color, they
immediately apologized and were just
mortified that they had said that.” Ingram
remembered that “it was a calamity.”
The men were “bumping into each other
in reference to pulling out chairs,
opening doors. Many of the guys looked
out for the coeds whether they needed it
or not. They made it their job to make
sure that the other males didn’t bother
them.” As Ingram put it, “We had a lot
of big brothers.”
Other male students looked upon the
coeds as having a stereotypical feminine
role. “When you would get together in
groups, it was always assumed that you,
as the woman, would pick up the pen
and take the notes, and be the secretary
in the group,” said Ann Molak ‘75,
Executive Director of Community
Relations. “What I used to do was never
have a pen ready.”
As a freshman, Vieira joined The
Cowl. She “was immediately dubbed
Lois Lane.” Along with her new
nickname came her new position. “They
made me office manager,” said Vieira.
“They thought it was the proper role for
a woman.” Despite this, Vieira’s talent
eventually led her to become editor of
The Alembic. This was “a carefully
selected class of women. A very, very
bright group,” said Dr. Donna
McCaffrey, Professor of History and
grad student and RA in 1971.
The women faced challenges within
the classroom, as well. While attending
the male dominated classes, many coeds
felt as though they were the “token
woman” in the class. As Molak stated,
“It was very difficult not to feel
conspicuous.” The women were often
looked to for their opinions as though
their single opinion spoke for the entire
gender. Molak remembered that some
professors would enter a classroom those
first few years and say, “Good morning,
gentlemen.” Some faculty took longer
to adjust than others, but Sr. Straub
thinks that “most of us on the faculty
were busy teaching. The men and
women were students, and we didn’t
make a distinction but treated every
student with respect.”
When the women arrived, “there were
so many things that had to be considered
that no one had ever given any thought
to before,” said Dr. Sally Thibodeau,
Assistant Dean of Undergraduates at the
time and now Professor of Education.
From putting tampons in the bathrooms
to adding shower curtains to the
bathroom showers, changes needed to be
made. As McCaffrey put it, “No one
thought we needed shower curtains.” She
recalled that the women would get up at
2:00 or 3:00 a.m. to shower. Roommates
would hold up beach towels while each
other showered for privacy. Other
annoyances plagued the women, as well.
“Stringent regulations” were made
specifically for all-female Aquinas. All
shades had to be drawn by 6:00pm each
night. Women were required to sign out
if they left the building after 6 p.m.
“Some people thought it was a novitiate
not a dormitory,” stated McCaffrey.
However, even the strict rules could
not keep trouble from occurring. Some
of the men on campus attempted “a panty
raid.” They “stormed Aquinas” in an
attempt to steal the women’s underwear.
The attack proved unsuccessful,
however, due to the watchful eye of Rev.
Walter Heath, O.P., Director of
Residence. Sr. Straub, a resident of

Aquinas that year, recalled that
“a wave of men” approached
the front door, but Fr. Heath,
“without yelling, stopped the
wave of men dead in its tracks
simply by his presence.”
Fortunately, according to
Ingram,’’women didn’t have
any problems on the campus
making sure that the
administration heard about
these things immediately.
Changes occurred as the need
arose.” The newly elected
president, Rev. Thomas
Peterson, O.P., heard many of
these concerns. “He always
listened to what we said,”
stated Thibodeau. “He didn’t
always give us what we
wanted, but he always
listened.”
The women fought for their rights to
play sports, too, and were led by Helen
Bert. She was a “great lady,” recalled
Sr. Straub. “She was fiercely dedicated
to women athletes and to Providence
College. She won the respect of the
campus. ‘'However, the men of PC were
less than thrilled at the idea. The hockey
coach at the time even refused to turn
on the lights for the women’s hockey
team so that they could practice. Up until
that time, the male students did the
cheerleading at the basketball games.
“There was a lot of sensitivity about the
women invading their turf,” recalled
Thibodeau.
The first coeds were not afraid to
speak up for their rights, however. “The
women in those first few classes were
feisty. They knew exactly what they
were getting into. They never backed
down.” As Molak put it, “We didn’t have
to prove ourselves as much as we had
to be ourselves. “
“We were really just one piece of a
whole host of changes going on at this
College at the time,” added Vieira.
According to McCaffrey, “these
pioneer women faced discrimination in
unanticipated areas.” McCaffrey also
recalls how one provocatively dressed
young woman may have inspired a Cowl
cartoon. “Rita truly believed in free
love,” said McCaffrey. “We would have
groups of men outside Aquinas chanting,
‘Rita, Rita, Rita, Rita.’”
Printed in the March 1, 1972 issue
of The Cowl, the cartoon depicted a
scantily clad and full-figured woman
who was s paid to sit in class to increase
attendance. In response, letters from
women flooded The Cowl.

PC Archives

The Cowl

As one letter stated, “the girls [had]
been putting up with a lot of unnecessary
harassment from various segments of the
college community.” The women were
angered at the fact that they were being
portrayed as “nothing more than a pair
of breasts and thighs on display at every
class.” The women wanted their
intelligence ’•ecognized. As one woman
wrote, “We came to learn, to use our
brains, something which many people
forget we possess.” McCaffrey saw this
as a process of educating the males
“away from sex object imagery,” noting
that it was the upperclassmen that seemed
to have the problem, not the freshmen
who had gone to school with the women
all along.
However, not everyone on campus
agreed that the cartoon was disrespectful.
A letter also came in from four male
students in rebuttal to the women. They
felt that the ideas that “the male
population of PC is chauvinistic,
apathetic, disrespectful, and degrading is
very much exaggerated.” The letter also
stated that the cartoon “did not degrade
anyone who knows why they are here.”
It urged the coeds to prove their worth
and intelligence, “not by words, but by
actions; [for] they alone speak the
loudest.”
In spite of feeling degraded and
stereotyped, “most of these women take
pride in being pioneers so whatever their
complaints or letters to The Cowl as we
were going through the process, they
created the way for the good things that
would follow,” said McCaffrey.
Thanks to Jane, Jane, and Robin of PC Archives.
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Student
Life
Stress
Stressed out to the max management
by

Felicia Grosso ’03

News Staff

Picture this. It’s 1:30 a.m. You’re
just sitting down to finish an eight-page
paper, due tomorrow. You’ve just ended
an intense two-hour argument with your
boyfriend/girlfriend. Now, your best
friend from home is attempting to share
with you his or her problem of the week
over Instant Messenger and gets
offended when, out of pure frustration,
you put up the “Leave me
alone!” away message.
Before this, your day was
filled with homework,
soccer practice, summer job
hunting, and waiting at least
an hour and to get through
on PC’s ever so efficient
telephone class registration
line only to find all the
classes you wanted and,
more importantly, needed
are closed out. As 3:30 rolls
around, you start to feel the
effects of only getting five
hours of sleep the previous
night and decide to retire for
a nice four hour “nap”
before you have to get up
for your 8:30 class. Finally in bed, you
try to fall asleep, but you begin to
mentally calculate your GPA and ponder
all the things you meant to do that day
such as read those 40 pages for Civ or
organize your notes for that Marketing
test at the end of the week. “Oh well,”
you think, just more work you’ll have to
do tomorrow.
If you’ve been in college more than
a month, chances are you’ve experience
this scenario or something like it. While
we may enjoy work, personal relation

ships, and other activities, they all add
stress to life. On one hand, stress is nec
essary to provide the excitement humans
need in order to strive and perform at
optimum level. However, on a more
negative note, poor management of
stress in our lives can lead to irritability
and increased susceptibility to illness.
For freshmen, coming to college for
the first time presents them instantly with
the strain of an entirely new lifestyle.
“Making friends was the most stressful
part,” Kristine Sjogren’02 commented.
“You could make acquain
tances easily; finding best
friends was harder for me.”
“Time management, at
least for me is the most
stressful part of college,”
remarked Edward St. John
’04. “At home, there was
always somebody, whether
it be parents or teachers,
watching over your shoul
der making sure your work
gets done. Now, the bur
den is on us.”
For Dr. John Hogan, the
Director of Counseling in
the Personal Counseling
Center, it is precisely this
new lifestyle that contrib
utes to the stress of college students.
“College lifestyle, as it develops over the
course of the year, is a noisy environ
ment. People are always coming and
going. [Therefore], people don’t have
the time to structure their life,” he ex
plained.
According to Hogan, poor physical
maintenance is often the initial contribu
tor to stress. In the fast paced life of
college, students engage in unhealthy
habits such as eating on the run or neglecting to get a full night sleep. "Stu

The Admission Office is seeking
interested students for summer employment/

Responsibilities include
speaking in group information sessions

and conducting campus tours, as well as filing and
helping the staff with various projects.

Interested students should contact
Rachael Kiesling, Admission Counselor,
at x2683 as soon as possible.

dents get by on three to four hours of
sleep a night during high stress periods,”
Hogan explained. In addition, Hogan
added that students often feel guilty
about putting off their work to go to the
gym and, therefore, do not exercise
enough.
Hogan believed that students today
are forced to cope with more stress than
in the past. “We live in a world where
everything changes very fast,” com
mented Hogan. “Even [only] ten years
ago, issues were not as serious as they
are now.” Hogan explained that the is
sues of tuition and money are often crop
ping up for today’s student, adding to
stress levels. “[For example],” he said,
“people can work hard and go to medi
cal school, but they don’t know if they’ll
get paid the same way their doctor does.”
Technology has also contributed to an
increased stress level for students. “In
formation is always around us,” Hogan
stated, referring to the influx of people
toting cell phones and pocket comput
ers. “[It is becoming] harder to be peace
ful and learn to relax.”
Hogan explained that one of the main
goals at the counseling center is to help
students cope with stress and learn bet
ter time management skills. One of the
ways Hogan goes about this is by help
ing students prioritize their work by get
ting the “hard stuff’ out of the way and
putting less important things aside. “[It’s]
part of the transition from living at home
to being on your own and being respon
sible for yourself,” he stated. “I tell
people to stop thinking so much some
times,” Hogan added. In describing the
role of the counselors, he said, “Some
times we’re like coaches but never par
ents.”
Hogan advised that the key to man
aging stress is taking care of oneself by
eating right and taking time out of the
day to exercise. “[People need to] do
something to counteract the stress,” he
stated. He also added that students need
to be flexible.
Some students willingly admit they
add to their own stress levels through
poor study and health habits. “My own
procrastination adds to my stress level,”
admitted Lauren Rasmussen ’03.
“On Tuesdays and Thursdays, I just
don’t have enough time to eat full
meals,” said Tara Conte ’03.
Some older students, in retrospect,
believed that their outlook has changed
since they were freshmen, thus lower
ing their stress levels. “I’ve learned to
consider the big picture more than when
I was freshman,” said Sjogren. Now, I
can just step back and say, Just take a
deep breath. A week from now, no one
is going to care what you got on this stu
pid test.’”
Some of the signs that you are expe
riencing too much stress include general
irritability, elevated heart rate, insomnia,
and headaches.
You can lower your stress level by
engaging in simple activities such as
aerobic exercise, eating a well balanced
diet, avoiding caffeine, and getting at
least seven hours of sleep a night. It is
also important that maintaining close
personal relationships with friends and
family are key to helping to reduce stress.
For more information on stress and stress
management skills visit the Personal
Counseling Center’s website at
www.providence.edu/personal-counseling or visit the in Slavin 209.

tips

1.

•
•

Become aware of your
stressors and emotional and
physical states.
Don’t ignore your distress.
Determine what events distress
you and your body’s response
to the stress.

2. Recognize what you can
change.
• Can you reduce the intensity of
or shorten your exposure to
stressors?
• Can you avoid or eliminate the
stressors completely?

3. Reduce the intensity of your
emotional reactions to stress.
• Are you viewing stressors in
exaggerated terms? Put the
situation in perspective. Do
not labor on negatives or “what
ifs?”
• Are you expecting to please
everyone?
• Try to see stress as something
you can cope with rather than
something that overpowers
you.

4.

•
•
•

Learn to moderate your
physical reactions to stress.
Slow, deep breathing will bring
your heart rate back to normal.
Relaxation techniques can
reduce muscle tension.
Medication, when prescribed
by a physician, can help in the
short term in moderating your
physical reactions.

5. Build your physical reserves.
• Exercise for cardiovascular
fitness three to four times a
week.
• Eat well-balanced, nutritious
meals,
• Maintain your ideal weight.
• Avoid nicotine, excessive
caffeine, and other stimulants.

6.
•
•
•
•

Maintain your emotional
reserves.
Develop mutually supportive
friendships.
Pursue realistic goals which are
meaningful to you.
Expect some frustrations,
failures, and sorrows.
Always be kind and gentle to
yourself.
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The World
in brief

Israeli-Palestinian violence erupts
Israeli-Palestinian violence burst out
anew on Monday when a car bomb
injured 8 people near a Tel Aviv airport.
Also, Israeli gunfire at a funeral in Gaza
killed a Palestinian teenager and
wounded 14 others. These recent acts of
violence are expected to revive
previously deadlocked peace talks.

Bush gets solid marks
President Bush received solid marks
for the way he has handled himself in
office, but the American people question
some of his basic priorities and say his
policies are tilted far more toward
wealthy individuals and corporate inter
ests than to people like themselves, ac
cording to a new Washington Post-ABC
News poll. As he nears the 100-day mark
in his presidency, 63 percent in a recent
poll said they approved of the way Bush
is handling the job, up slightly since last
month, while 32 percent disapproved.

The plane shown above was shot down in Peru this past week by a Peruvian air force jet while carrying American missionaries.

A misfire for Peru
by

Mike Speight ’03

World Staff

Two Americans lost their lives when
a Peruvian air force jet shot down a plane
carrying a family of aid workers.
Thirty-five year old Veronica Bow
ers and her seven month old daughter
Charity were killed. Her husband, Jim
Bowers and seven-year-old son Cory,
were injured. The pilot, Kevin
Donaldson, also survived the crash.
The Bowers were a family of mis
sionaries working for an American or
ganization called Baptists for World
Evangelicanism. They were teaching
people to read and giving medical care.
Jim Bowers has been working as a mis
sionary since 1983.
The plane was suspected of transport. ing drugs. Peru, with the assistence of
the United States, has a policy of identi
fying planes carrying drugs and shoot
ing them down. How the Bowers’ plane
was mistaken for drug smuggling is not
yet known. What is currently known is
that a surveillance plane owned by the
Defense Department and crewed by CIA
members and Peruvian officers spotted
the plane and identified it as a possible
drug smuggler. A Peruvian officer then
radioed the Peruvian air force and gave
it permission to engage and destroy it.
U.S. officials claim that the plane’s
proper identification was discovered by
the CIA crew and that they tried to no
tify the Peruvians of the error but were
unsuccessful.
The policy of destroying drug smug
glers has been in effect since 1994 and
is credited with significantly decreasing
the amount of drugs grown and trans
ported throughout the area. Since the
program began, over 30 planes, have
been shot down, which has resulted in a
60% decrease in the amout of coca plants
grown in the area.
This program has not been without
controversy, though. This is not the first
time the wrong plane has been shot
down. In 1997, Peru abandoned the

Leaders agree on trade block
The Summit of the Americas ended
Sunday with President Bush and the
other presidents and prime ministers
agreeing to inaugurate the free trade zone
by the end of 2005. There are still fierce
differences regarding the details of the
zone, which would unite their $ 13 trillion
economies, eliminate national subsidies,
and increase competition. This accord
came at the end of a protest-filled
weekend and will unite the Western
Hemisphere in the world’s most
powerful trade block.
For a first hand account of these
protests, see Commentary, page II.

Activists hold anti-Bush protest
A group of 16 Greenpeace activists
protested outside the U.S. embassy in
Ankara, Turkey on Monday, climbing on
a nearby building to expose a banner that
called President Bush a “climate killer.”
They were protesting Bush’s rejection of
the Kyoto Protocol, a treaty aimed at
reducing heat-trapping gases that cause
global warming. Bush responded by
claiming that the treaty’s mandatory
pollution reductions were too harmful to
the American economy.

Veronica Bowers and her daughter, Charity, shown in a picture taken last February.
policy for some time because an inno
cent plane was destroyed. Exact details
about what happened are not clear, but
it was a significant enough occurance
that Congreess passed a law that freed
American participants from culpability
if the Peruvians made a similiar mistake
again.
President Bush expressed his regret
at the incident, but was reluctant to call
a halt to the program because of its suc
cess. “Given the fact that this is the first
such instance in which this has hap
pened, obviously this is an isolated inci
dent,” remarked White House spokes
man Ari Fleischer.
Peruvian officials were quick to ex- .
press their remorse and deny their re
sponsibility. “The only thing I can tell
you is that the air force followed the pro
cedures. It regrets this lametable acci
dent in which two people died,” com
mented Cmdr. Rober Roca of the
Peruvain air force. The Prime Minister

A possible mole?
FBI officials "quite seriously" ana
lyzed warnings from a senior investiga
tor who reportedly concluded that Mos
cow might have had a mole in the bu
reau two years before a veteran agent's
arrest on spy charges, an FBI official
said. The New York Times reported that
investigator Thomas Kimmel told FBI
Director Louis Freeh in early 1999 that
Moscow might have infiltrated the
agency's ranks. Other officials convinced
Freeh that Kimmel’s reasoning was
flawed and instead focused their hunt on
the CIA, the Tunes said. In February,
Robert Hanssen, a 25-year FBI agent and
expert on counterintelligence, was
charged with spying for Moscow.

of Peru, Javier Perez de Cuellar, person
ally gave President Bush his sympathy
at the Summit of the Americas as well.
Peru claims that the plane did not file
a flight plan, which led to the suspicion
and its destruction. Relatives of the Bow
ers deny this, and claim that they had
indeed filed a flight plan and were even
in radio contact with the airport to which
they planned to land. A joint investiga
tion between the U.S. and Peru is
planned. Until then, many unanswered
questions will remain.
That, however, does nothing to reduce
the grief of the Bowers family and their
friends.
In a message on his
organization’s website, Jim Bower com
mented on his grief. “Roni and Charity
were tragically killed, and we are suffer
ing for that loss. I’m sure we will feel
the loss more as time goes by. In spite
of that, we still are trusting in God.”

Wildfires rampant in Florida
Firefighters battled wildfires across
the state this past week, with at least one
blaze expected to bum for much of the
week. State officials were monitoring 64
fires and mopping up 23 others, includ
ing one that had destroyed nearly 7,000
acres and caused more than $1 million
in damage in Sarasota and Charlotte
counties.

Sources: USA Today, cnn.com

Sources: Bostonglobe.com, projo.com
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What goes around comes around
Officials planfor the execution ofTimothy McVeigh
by Jay

Higgins ’03

World Editor

Relatives attending a somber memo
rial in Oklahoma City stood silent for
168 seconds on April 19th, one second
for each person killed in the tragic bomb
ing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building.

yahoo news

The Oklahoma City Federal
Building, 1995.

The memorial and its 168 glass and
bronze chairs, bearing the names of the
victims, stand on the building’s former
site, which is also now an indoor mu
seum.
“April is a very hard month for me to
deal with,” Dan McKinney, whose wife
died in the bombing, said before the cer
emony. “It used to be such a beautiful
month. Now I just wish we could just
skip the whole month, it hurts so much.”
Though a memorial has been held each
year on April 19, this year it has gained
added attention because of the impend
ing execution of convicted bomber
Timothy McVeigh.
The execution of McVeigh, the Okla
homa City bombing mastermind, will
take place on May 16th at a Federal
prison in Terre Haute Ind., but only ten
seats are available for public witnesses.
More than 280 people had asked to
watch the execution, and Justice Depart
ment officals has pledged to accommo
date the requests of survivors and
victim’s families.
Survivors and their families have
until May 1st to reserve a seat at the Okla
homa City facility. The Bureau of pris
ons will make seats available for all vic
tims who sign up for the closed-circuit
broadcast, officials said. Prior to the ex

ecution, prison officials will brief the
group in Oklahoma City to explain the
procedure. Councelors will also be on
hand.
In letters to the family members and
survivors this week, Justice Department
officials outlined their plans for the day
of the execution. On the morning of May
16, a bus will pick up registered victims
and family members at a U.S. Marshall’s
air operation hangar at 5 a.m. local time
and take them to a Bureau of Prisons
holding facility in Oklahoma City. The
execution is scheduled for 7 a.m. CT.
McVeigh is scheduled to die by lethal
injection.
Publicity has risen as the execution
nears. T-shirt vendors have made several
shirts both for and against McVeigh hop
ing to make the dollar for any customers
opinion. This past week, a federal judge
turned down a request by Entertainment
Network, Inc, an Internet company, to
broadcast the execution on the Web. The
company head has promised to appeal.
McVeigh will be the first federal pris
oner executed in 36 years. In 1997, he
was convicted in the bombing deaths of
168 people including 19 children. 6 years
later, McVeigh will serve his punish
ment.
Sources: abcnews.com, cnn.com

yahoo news

Timothy McVeigh, faces lethal injection.

For a controversial
stance on this issue,
see Commentary,
page 13.

PSU faces their toughest opponent yet: racism
by

Benjamin Downing ’03

World Staff

Many use the athletic realm
to express political ideals and,
in some cases, as a vehicle for
political protest. However, these
expressions and protests have
commonly found their sources
in the atheletes or managers
themselves. In a twist of events,
at a recent Penn State football
scrimmage over two dozen
members of the student body
used the athletic arena to high
light death threats made against
black students.
Prior to kickoff, the students
stormed the field and locked
arms, refusing to leave the field,
delaying the start of the game
for roughly 15-20 minutes. At
the conclusion of the protest, the
students were detained and ar
rested by the university police.
University spokesman Steve
McCarthy said the students
would be charged with misde
meanor trespassing and defying
an order to leave, but police
would not say what charges
might be filed.
Assata Richards, who was
not arrested but described her-

yahoo news

A different type of tackle: security contains protestors.
self as a spokeswoman for the "There have been football play
group, said a letter' Friday ers who have been threatened;
threatened the life of a black stu
their parents have been threat
dent and threatened to bomb a ened." Richards said. "The uniceremony for black graduates. varsity doing nothing about
In October, the president of the this." The university said Sat
Penn State BJack Caucus said urday it had offered a $5,000
she also received threatening reward and that the Penn State
letters. Letters have also been Alumni Association has offered
sent to a member of the to double it.
university's Board of Trustees
A statement on the
and to the out-of-state home of university's Web site said au
a Penn State football player. thorities including the FBI are

SIGN LANGUAGE MASS
9:30 a.m.

Sunday, April 29

Everyone in the P.C. Community is invited to
participate in this Liturgy.

The members of the Rhode Island Deaf
Community will be our guests.

investigating the letters. Penn
State president Graham B.
Spanier said in a statement on
the site that he condemned the
threats. Penn State President
Graham B. Spanier spent sev
eral hours Friday evening and
early Saturday morning with
African-American students and
investigators at the University’s
Robeson Cultural Center.
Also, during the annual Blue
vs. White football game played
at Beaver Stadium Saturday af
ternoon, University officials an
nounced a rally for campus on
Tuesday afternoon. Penn State
administrators have invited all
Penn State students, faculty,
staff and members of the com
munity to join in a march
against hatred on Tuesday, April
24, at 4 p.m. Student groups on
campus have been encouraged
to sign up as co-sponsors of the
event as an outward sign of
campus racial unity. The theme
of the march is “no hate at Penn
State,” and the purpose is to re
claim the campus community
from those who would threaten
the lives — or the dignity__ of
anyone in the Penn State fam
ily.

“This is a federal crime
that will carry an enormous con
sequence for the person who
made the threat. But more than
that, it is an attack against ev
eryone in the Penn State fam
ily,” Spanier said. The univer
sity president continued,“This
threat, and the thrdats by e-mail1
received by many minority stu-;
dents last year, and other threats:
to members of the Penn State
community are serious. We con
demn the threats and we call the
person who anonymously is
sued them a coward. I call to
day for all our students, faculty,
employees, alumni and friends
to stand together, united against
these racist acts.”
Clearly, these hate crimes
have forced the Penn State com
munity to look inward and ques
tion these very important issues.
While many may be quick to
react and criticize, critical for
success will be the ability of all
members to work as one to pro
mote acceptance of all for our
single common bond - our dif
ferences.
http://w w w. nbmg. com/jcp. html
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How Green we’ve become to dead babies The critics seem to agree that the most disgusting scene in the disgusting movie
Freddy Got Fingered occurs when the protagonist, played by Tom Green, swings a newborn baby around his head by its
umbilical cord, thereby somehow reviving it from near death. Can we really be surprised that entertainment has come to this?
Considering that we live in an age where it is legal to kill a half-bom baby by sucking its brains out through its neck, it’s no
wonder that Green thought he could get away with such a thing. In fact, didn’t many of these same critics give glowing reviews
to The Cider House Rules? It is just another sign of how legalized abortion has corrupted our culture. —James Kabala ’02

Violence to stop something just as bad The anti-globalization protestors’ violence is not much better than the crimes against
which they protest. Many defend most of the group by saying they were peaceful and not involved in the violence. However, the
violent ones ride the same buses to and from the protests, and the peaceful activists fail to decry the actions of the “anarchists.” By
failing to do so, they group themselves with the same black-clad thugs who choose to loot and destroy businesses. Just because you
are fighting for the same ends does not justify the violent means. Lord knows we would hear differently if Ralph Reed endorsed
abortion clinic bombers who do not kill anyone.For liberal causes, though, moral relativism must be alright. —Dave Holman ’03

In response to ‘Dispose of the babies but save the piping plovers?’ Number one, the choice of abortion is difficult for any
woman and no one should be able to say what they can and cannot do with their bodies. Speaking of ‘playing God,’ why is it
acceptable to tell these women that they must have a baby, yet it is wrong to give them options? Number two, these endan
gered species are already bom. Sorry, but a fetus is not yet a baby. Number three, unwanted piping plovers do not face the
lives of poverty, drags, abuse, and neglect that many unwanted human babies face. I am sad about the piping plover’s fate as
I am about the fact that many unwanted and unloved children are living miserably in this world, yet I do not wish to ‘play God’
and tell any woman what choice is best for herself. —Sasha Gillin ’04
Earth Day injustice Last Friday was a beautiful day, and perfect for two outdoor student events. BOP held a colorful
carnival on Slavin lawn, and SEAC (the Environmental Club) held its Earth Day celebration on the quad. There were several
informative tables set up for Earth Day festivities after much hard work and research by students, as well as healthy tea,
snacks, and a musical venue. All afternoon the fair ran, while tours passed through and prospective students were charmed by
the image of an active student body concerned with the environment and working together to hold such a fun event. Then,
after classes, more students began to congregate, and Residence Life shut the fair down. The officials claimed that the club did
not follow the correct procedures, including failure to secure an entertainment license and a security request. At the time, they
claimed that the event was attracting students who would bring their beer and bum their couches. We all know that on a sunny
Friday afternoon, throngs of students will hang out in an impromptu ‘quad party’ with or without a real reason to gather. Either
way, the quad is our home, and SEAC should have been able to stay, as they had no connection with the few people that chose
to get out of hand. —Erin Simmeth ’03
Thinking outside of the jail cell Recently, the Training School in Cranston has been giving its teenage criminals lessons in
nonviolence. I wholeheartedly applaud the school’s efforts to try to get these troubled youth to think differently by using
nontraditional methods. Crime statistics have shown that traditional rehabilitation methods have not been overwhelmingly
successful in decreasing crime, and it is encouraging to know that some places are taking the need to develop new methods
seriously. —Stephanie Pietros ’04

Contemptuous Britannia In the past year, two British game shows have become television favorites in America— Who
Wants To Be a Millionaire? and The Weakest Link. Who Wants To Be a Millionaire deserves its ratings as it exemplifies the
best of America: the lovable Regis, a glimpse of the person in the hot seat, and more importantly, Americans can play along
with a shot of actually getting the right answer! But The Weakest Link exemplifies the worst of everything British. The host,
a Brit—Anne Robinson—pardon the language folks, is a class-A (w)itch. She is haughty, reads the questions slowwwly for us
dumb Americans, and insults the intelligence of contestants when they get a question wrong. As I watched the show last week,
I found myself hoping to see one of the contestants just toss her, or at the very least, her attitude, into the Boston Harbor.
—Ryan McLeod ’01

Have you ever shot a man in Reno
just to watch him die? The section in
black, Commentary, wants a few
mavericks who craft their writing
and thought. So whether you like
playing concerts in prisons or not,
the Man in Black says apply to
Commentary. Come to Slavin 104A.
Bring a writing sample.
Any color clothing accepted.
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From the Summit of the Americas protest...

Hear this: our world is not for sale'
by

Erin Simmeth ’03

Asst. Commentary Editor

QUEBEC — Last weekend, 34 leaders
of democratic nations from Canada to
Argentina met in Quebec City to discuss
forming a Free Trade Area of the Ameri
cas by 2005. The summit, led by Presi
dent Bush, was conducted behind a 2.5mile concrete and chain link fence con
structed to keep the expected throngs of
protestors from interrupting the talks.
Despite a 6,000-strong Canadian police
presence, by Friday night, activists had
already pulled down sections of the bar
rier, which symbolized the secretive and
undemocratic nature of the Summit of
the Americas itself.
The FTAA is designed as an expan
sion of its predecessor NAFTA, which
linked markets in Canada, the U.S., and
Mexico after its creation in 1994.
NAFTA was hailed after its inception for
allowing free trade between the three
nations, despite the fact that it led to
many American job losses because U.S.
businesses were able to move their pro
ductions south to Mexico where labor
and environmental standards are lower.
The result was that American workers
lost their jobs to South American work
ers who earn virtual slave wages for the
same work, while their countries were
inundated with more industrial pollution.
According to proponents of the
FTAA, the creation of this free trade area
stretching from the Artic to Argentina
would allow prosperity to flow freely
across the borders of the Western Hemi
sphere, bringing democracy and Big
Macs along with the dollars. The real
ity, however, is that workers and the en
vironment will suffer the effects of
unbridled industrial competition. With
out tariffs between borders, corporations
will be free to move their manufactur
ing to the country with the lowest wages,

MEGHAN MCKEEVER ’03/Special to The Cowl

What you probably never saw on TV: Peaceful protestors last weekend at the
Summit of the Americas conference on the Free Trade Area of the Americas.
lax environmental standards, and friend
liest unions.
The leaders of South and Central
American countries hope to welcome
new jobs to their nations by allowing
large North American corporations to
move their productions south. President
Bush and Canadian Prime Minister
Jacques Chretien are eager to take ad
vantage of these smaller, weaker econo
mies which will provide cheap labor for
their countries’ businesses. However,
while the corporations make millions
more dollars, the little people necessary
to run those factories will continue work
ing for pennies an hour.
It is because of these realities that at
least 25,000 activists converged on
Quebec City last weekend to hold their
own Peoples’ Summit in protest of the
negotiations. Labor unions, social jus

tice workers, environmental groups, and
student activists thronged the central part
of the city, which was closed to all ex
cept those arriving for the Summit. A
huge legal march flooded the city’s
streets Saturday afternoon, and the
peoples’ voices challenged the thrum
ming of military helicopters surveying
the scene. At one point on the march
route, activists urged the marchers to turn
left and join the more militant protest
ors in attempting to pull down the con
crete barrier: a young woman detained
by riot police chanted frantically to the
bilingual crowd, ‘the wall is this way, le
mur estla-bas!’
In the distance one could see the ‘red
zone’ where militant activists and anar
chists struggled with fully armed riot
police to break through to the wall that
surrounded the Summit. An estimated

6,000 protestors grew violent at this
point, hurling rocks, bottles, and even a
few Molotov cocktails at the police lines.
The Canadian police forces, responded
with percussion stun bullets, tear gas, and
water cannons. One experienced pro
testor said he had never seen so much
teargas used on unarmed protestors. The
gas could be felt on the breeze over a
mile away.
The police were prepared to use this
much force after similar protests in
Prague and Seattle. Canadian Prime
Minister Jacques Chretien commended
his police forces for their containment
of the huge crowd. Despite the activ
ists’ bitter rioting, the Summit was only
delayed for about 90 minutes at one
point, in contrast to the Seattle WTO
protests where activists succeeded in
closing down the conference.
Many analysts consider the more
militant activists to be separate from the
peaceful demonstrators. The Rhode Is
land Global Action group did head to
Quebec to join the legal, peaceful
Peoples’ Summit march, and yet some
of our own members did choose to join
the ‘Direct Action’ and confront the wall
and police. Indeed, even the most peace
ful demonstrators agree that those activ
ists willing to face tear gas and arrest in
the name of the same cause do the rest
of us a service, and also bring more me
dia attention to their message.
Everyone who went to Quebec or
one of the many protests staged across
North and South America this weekend
in solidarity with our march agreed that
the FTAA will do harm to workers across
the Western Hemisphere and will only
aid those giant corporations which now
seem to have more representation than
any citizen. The demonstrators’ message
was ‘our world is not for sale.’ Hope
fully, those 34 leaders heard our voices.

Where it’s hip to be dumb...

The PC ‘stupid-chic’
by

Dave Holman ’03

Commentary Editor

The blank stare. Sudden si
lence among 30 students. The
professor has asked a remark
ably easy question. The duck
and nod. Students furiously
write whatever they see on the
chalkboard or, in the absence
thereof, just pretend they hear
something to write. Some of
these students may have not
read, some really may not know
the answer, and some may be
genuinely shy. But then there
are the others. You all know this
routine if you are a professor or
student—it’s called the Provi
dence College stupid-chic.
Somehow, it’s chic to act stu
pid in Providence College
classes. Talking or answering
questions is uncool. It may
sound puzzling to those who
have never witnessed this spec
tacle, especially since most stu
dents are shelling out close to
$20,000 a year just in tuition to
remain catatonic in the class
room and just get by. By no
means is every PC student like
this, but it’s'safe to estimate that
this is the majority. Maybe some
of these cases can be explained
away by the old adage that if
you did not pay for something,
you tend to take it for granted
and care for it less. However,
there is something deeper than
just finances here, since parents
finance college educations
across the country and yet there
is no epidemic of silence.

Let’s face it. There are two
kinds of students at Providence
College—those who want to
learn and those who do not. The
former include all those stu
dents from your greedy at-anycost-including-cheating grade
grubbers to those who may not
get the grades but still enjoy the
knowledge and take a genuine
interest in their classes. They do
not hesitate to engage their pro
fessors or other students even
outside of class. A good deal of
these students still have fun on
the weekend, but that isn’t their
highest priority.
The latter group, the chic, are
all the rest who would just rather
be at college than do anything
else. The professor tosses an
easy question at a specific chic
student, and he or she gives a
blank look, shakes their head,
and begs to be skipped. Re
markably, these apparent intro
verts turn into the loudest stu
dents just outside the building,
calling across on a Wednesday
afternoon, “Have a good week
end.” You see, they’re not shy.
They just refuse to take part in
this thing called learning.
The chic (and many non
chic) might explain that the stu
pid-chic is the professors’ fault.
Granted, there are professors
who engage their seminars and
classes in ways lazier and even
less interesting than a drooling
student. Still others address the
students as if they were highschoolers (this is,a chicken or
egg debate: did the high-school

“Anyone? Anyone? That's right__Voodoo economics:” Ben Stein in a former life as a teacher
trying in vain to elecit signs of life, much less a coherent response, from his students
college student or high school
college professor come first?),
refusing to stimulate minds or
discussion. In far greater supply,
though, there are great profes
sors engaging a quarter or so of
the class in a dialectic, discus
sion, or Socratic dialogue to
move towards understanding
with difficult but exciting ma
terial. While it is exciting to
some, others still look less com
pelled to learn than the deceased
Dominicans down the street.
The stupid-chic is even de
fended with belligerence. After
a class of a high-school college
professor trying in vain, I heard
a student say with pride, “This
is a core class. We don’t even

want to be here.” Power to the
ignorant, brother! Core class or
not, if this is the attitude, why
are you here? If you didn’t want
a well-rounded education, why
didn’t you go to a Vo-Tech, a
community college, or an Ivy
League? These are all great
places for different people, but
if you don’t want to learn dif
ferent things, do not come to a
liberal arts college.
The stupid-chic could even
be a product of assimilation.
Your clique shops at
Abercromie, hits dollar drink
night, and thinks stupid is cool
in a Chris Rock-character-“Yo,
I don’t know”-proud sort of
way. So you do too. At a school

where these are the pop values
among so many, the stupid-chic
make sense in some upside
down and backwards visor fash
ion.
Things could very well
change. This is not just in hope
for a better intellectual atmo
sphere at the school, but for the
chic themselves. Someday,
they’ll realize how much they
do not know and that they’ve
missed five, ten, or twenty years
of learning. It’s never too late
to start devouring interesting
books and new ideas, but you
can do it full-time now. In spite
of problems with the logistics
of registration, it should be an
opportunity, not a burden.
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Heart
of
the
Matter
School choice and vouchers
Commentary’s champion of the left and independent fighter both checked out a lecture Monday night, the
Politics of School Choice. They wanted a fight and never saw one, so we thought they could try it on The Cowl pages.

Keep the private
interests out of our
public schools
by

Sasha Gillin ’04

Commentary Staff

For the past few decades, education
reform has been at the top of almost
every candidate’s platform, and recent
school problems with safety, teacher
qualifications, and the failure of students
to meet national requirements has thrust
school choice into the spotlight. With
Bush in office, who adamantly supports
both school choice and vouchers, there
are sure to be some major changes in the
American education system within the
next few years. These decisions will
most likely bring right-wing con
servatives and business entrepreneurs to
the battlefront with many liberals
supporting a separation of church and
state and public education. In Bush’s
campaign he promised to “leave no child
behind.” While this sounds like a
fantastic goal and I would love to see
every child in a flourishing school, it is
totally idealistic to think that simply
privatizing education will cure all the
problems facing public schools.
School Choice, already proposed in
20 states and the District of Columbia,
is designed to give parents a choice of
where and how their children are
educated. Currently, some types of
public school choice, including charter
schools, magnet schools, and inter
district transfers, have all been met with
much praise. School vouchers, by far
the most controversial element of school
choice, are designed to give money
provided by the government to parents
to send their children to private schools.
There have been numerous studies
that show that students do equally well
in good private schools as those students
in good public schools, yet many
children in the poorer school systems,
both private and public, obviously do not
meet the same success. Thus the
problem is not solved by simply pulling
good students out of public schools and
moving them to private schools, but
raising the standards of all schools. More
so, why should taxpayers be forced to
pay for certain children to attend private
schools?
Furthering this sense of the public
giving up on its schools, many private
industries have jumped on the
bandwagon in support of school choice,
expecting profits in making education a
private business. Businesses claim that
healthy competition between private and
public schools would be lucrative to
education, and basing this assumption on
a clean capitalistic theory, it may well
be true. Yet the fact is that there would
be no healthy competition between the
two for the fact that they were never
equal in the beginning. While public
schools require funds to provide
transportation and supplies such as
books, maintain government standards
which teachers and students must meet,
require schools to abide by certain
government regulations on how to treat
children, maintain buildings, and other
such obligations, private schools do not
have these restrictions.
Money for vouchers is occupied from
already inferior public school budgets,
financially hurting the public schools
further. Moreover, many of the vouchers
would not go to the poorest students for

Money for vouchers
is occupied from
already inferior
public school
budgets, financially
hurting the public
schools further
which they were intended. Instead, the
money provided through the vouchers is
often only enough to supply middle class
to upper middle class families the extra
funds to sent their children to private
schools, leaving the poorest and many
times the most unqualified children to
the public schools. Allowing parents
who send their children to private
schools and receive tuition tax credits
will further rob the public schools of
these much-needed funds.
Publicly funding schools with private
interests will also foster many problems
for the separation of church and state.
Throughout the entire school choice
debate the Catholic Church has been an
active member and supporter,
collaborating with any business that will
finance a school. Therefore, many
private schools become institutions for
the church to extend their teachings, yet
are paid for by taxpayers.
Not only do school vouchers result
in religious endorsement, but private
schools are free to admit who they want
and turn away who they don’t, which
means that they have a much more
selective student body. Public schools,
on the other hand, must admit all
students who wish to attend regardless
of race, religion, behavior, learning
disabilities, or the cost to educate. While
it is the right of a private school to freely
admit or deny admission to students on
the basis of their own terms, the
government should not take any part in
either paying for it or supporting it. The
ability of private schools to discriminate
freely makes many people leery of
school choice, fearing that any kind of
group, including religious cults or
unusual political groups, would be
allowed to receive government funding
to establish schools and educate children.
Private schools have long been a
valuable part of the American education
system and often offer many opportunities
not provided by some public schools. Yet
private schools should continue to be paid
for voluntarily by parents and should not
be the responsibility of taxpayers. If we
do not expect taxpayers to pay for private
security or private golf courses or pools,
why do we expect them to pay for another
child’s private education? If private
schools want to bring less privileged
children to their institutions, they can just
as easily privately partner up with
businesses who support these scholarships
instead of tearing down the public schools
system. True, there are many problems
in the public schools system, yet to solve
them we need to work within the system
instead of relying on business interests
which have proven again and again to
ignore everything but profits. Education
is far too important to be sold out.

Yahoo News

“So, wascally wabbit, we meet again:” President Bush and his
new nemesis on, among other things, school vouchers

Treading through
a nasty debate
by James

Kabala ’02

Commentary Staff

School choice is a complex topic.
The real issue is buried beneath layers
of emotion and heated charges. Oppo
nents seem convinced that proponents
are out to destroy the public school sys
tem, while proponents seem equally
convinced that the public schools are a
horrible monopoly that are keeping chil
dren back for their own selfish purposes.
Neither view is truthful.
One unpleasant aspect of the school
choice debate is the ill-concealed hos
tility of both sides toward groups that I
hold dear. Many proponents of school
choice, including people whose views I
otherwise respect and admire, seem to
foam at the mouth at the words “public
school teachers,” whom they view as
generally incompetent and selfish in
their opposition to school choice. There
are certainly some incompetent teach
ers, as there are incompetent people in
all professions. However, it is wrong
to paint all articles with the same brush.
Indeed, I think that this is partly a case
of “which came first, the chicken or the
egg?” Rather than teachers being dis
liked because they protect their turf, it
is more a case of defending their turf
because they are so widely (and often
unjustly) derided. At the present time in
American history, teachers in general and
public school teachers in particular are
under a state of siege, with the failings of
bad teachers trumpeted and the successes
of good teachers (like both my parents)
ignored. Their years of hard work are ig
nored as radicals demand that tenure be
abolished, that veteran teachers be forced
to take degrading tests in order to keep
their certification, and that resentment be
bred among teachers by the creation of
“merit pay,” the criteria for which can
never be totally objective.
At the same time, many anti-voucher
groups display a thinly disguised anti
Catholicism. I once heard a member of
an anti-voucher audience on C-SPAN
refer derisively to vouchers’ being given
to students who can go and “learn about
the virgin birth.” The anti-vouchers
group Americans United for Separation
of Church and State began life with the
decidedly unsubtle name Protestants and
Other Americans United for Separation
of Church and State. A provision in the
Massachusetts Constitution prohibiting
state aid to sectarian schools dates back

Both sides of the
debate ignore the
benefits and failures
of private and
public schools
to the anti-Catholic Know-Nothings,
and a few years ago the Massachusetts
Teachers Association found itself in the
remarkable position of replacing the
provision with language imitating the
First Amendment to the U.S. Constitu
tion.
However, these are really just side is
sues not connected to the main point.
Regardless, one should not let the nasti
ness of each side affect the main question:
What system will be the best for children?
A “moderate” solution advanced by many
people is to support alternative quasi-public schools like charter schools but to op
pose vouchers. I must be one of the few
people whose instincts incline to just the
opposite view. I cannot speak for other
states, but in Massachusetts charter
schools have not worked. Indeed, the test
scores of charter school students are of
ten worse than those of “regular” public
school students. Despite all this, politi
cians are eager to curry favor with reform
ers and keep trying to create charter
schools.
In contrast, private schools often
have a record of achievement. So do
many public schools, of course, but in
the inner cities like New York and Wash
ington, things are often awful. I am the
proud child of public school teachers
and a proud graduate of a public high
school, but I would support a limited
voucher program in crisis areas as an
experiment.
In the long run, though, it is the cul
ture that must be changed. The stories
my parents, especially my father, tell
about a lost Golden Age probably have
a touch of idealism in them, but it is hard
to deny that the average student of to
day is more apathetic than the average
student of the past. (Some of the things
my father’s students don’t know are
amazing.) How can this culture be
changed? I am afraid that I do not have
all the answers. However, there are
problems that school choice cannot
solve.
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McVeigh’s execution:

vindication vs. voyeurism

by

Stephanie Pietros ’04

Commentary Staff

As the death sentence of Timothy
McVeigh draws near, I am filled with
doubt, anxiety, and confusion. The Okla
homa City bomber’s impending death by
lethal injection and the circumstances
surrounding it are not simple matters of
right and wrong. Their complexity is
something which should not be taken
lightly, and should be carefully exam
ined from all angles.
McVeigh’s guilt in the bombings ap
pears to be beyond the shadow of a
doubt. His cool, remorseless comments,
such as referring to the children killed
in the bombings as “collateral damage’’
have made him a truly contemptuous fig
ure. Clearly, then, he is not being pun
ished hastily, or unjustly. But will the
168 lives which were taken as a result
of his cruelty be vindicated in his death?
Killing McVeigh will not bring any of
the dead back, so isn’t one more death
just adding to the hideous cycle of vio
lence? Is it possible to right a wrong by
committing that very same act?
Of course, it is easy for me to calmly
deliberate McVeigh’s fate. I have yet to
experience the pain that the families of
those killed have felt in the six years
which have passed since the attack. I
am sure that I would feel much more im
passioned if I lost a sibling, parent, or
friend in such a heinous manner. Per
haps the only way for the survivors to
have any type of peace in their lives is
to know definitively that the person who
single-handedly altered their life forever
and caused them so much pain will never
be able to do so to anyone again.
The Catholic Church, though, teaches
that there are other ways to go about this.
Pope John Paul Il’s Evangelium Vitae
(Gospel of Life) says that while the death

Is McVeigh such a
great threat to society
that the prison
system would not be
able to control him?
penalty must be used only in a very lim
ited manner, the purpose of such a pun
ishment must be “only to redress the dis
order caused by the offense” and that
“the nature and extent of the punishment
must be carefully evaluated,” only us
ing execution in cases of absolute neces
sity. This seems perfectly reasonable,
but who is to judge in which cases it is
absolutely necessary to execute a crimi
nal? Who will decide who is correct?
Evangelium goes on to say that a crimi
nal can only be executed “when it would
not be possible to otherwise defend so
ciety.” Is McVeigh such a great threat
to society that the prison system would
not be able to control him?
Since McVeigh is now definitely
slated for execution, this is no longer a
real issue of debate, although one can
still wonder how a justice system sets
criteria to decide which criminals will
live and which will die. Now, the large
number of people who were directly af
fected by McVeigh’s crime has added a
new difficulty to the execution of his
sentence. It is the legal right of the fam
ily of the victim to be able to be present
for the execution. Because of the large
number of victims, 168, there are too
many people for the observation area at
the facility where McVeigh will be ex
ecuted. Therefore, a closed-circuit
broadcast will be available at a desig
nated location for the remaining people
to watch the execution if they so choose.

Yahoo News

Final destination'. McVeigh’s destiny, set for May 16, at the

Terre Haute federal penitentiary in Indiana.
While it may initially seem barbaric to
want to watch someone lose their life, I
cannot claim to know what witnessing
this may provide to the families of the
victims. One cannot doubt that it will
provide some type of closure to those
who have experienced such unfathomable tragedy.
This is not the extent of the issues that
the closed circuit broadcast has raised,
however. Traditional media has always
been denied access to the execution of
other criminals. An Internet company,
however, is suing to be allowed to tap
into the circuit to broadcast the execu
tion over the Internet. What benefit will
this provide to anyone? The invocation
of the death penalty is not Hollywood,
and Timothy McVeigh is certainly no
actor. The crime which he committed
was very real and very tragic. To allow
his execution to be accessible to the pub

lic through the Internet is to make it a
form of entertainment, and to take away
some of the gravity which such a situa
tion must be regarded.
The invocation of the death penalty it
self raises many questions, all of which
must be seriously considered, and all of
which have debatable answers. To
trivialize such a serious matter by making
it just like another violent movie or video
game is to trivialize death itself. After
observing McVeigh’s execution on the
Internet, one can simply turn off the com
puter, just as they can turn off a movie
and start over a video game, and move on
with their everyday lives. The families of
those who McVeigh victimized do not
have this luxury. They cannot return to
their lives as they were before the bomb
ing of the federal building in Oklahoma
City. Every attempt to capitalize on their
pain should not be permitted.

“Found veritas with a little help from friends”
Senior says sayonara to PC Administration
by

Ryan McLeod ’01

Commentary Staff

Looking back over the past four years
I’ve spent receiving an education here
at Providence College inside and outside
the classroom, I have come to realize I
will treasure it for a lifetime. But I am
troubled by two things: the
administration’s seeming disregard for
the safety of the student body and its’
refusal to allow controversial debates it
cannot control take place on campus.
A few weeks ago, PC changed policy
regarding the shuttle service—it will no
longer drive students to and from bars
in response to some idiotic students who
hitched a ride in a shuttle after
vandalizing some ambulances down the
street from Old’s. As we all know, there
have been muggings, assaults and one
reported rape off campus this past year.
The shuttle provided an option to
students, drunk or sober, worried about
walking through the neighborhood late
at night.
While Fr. McPhail’s message is
sound—-the college should not facilitate
underage drinking—it ignores reality.
PC students have been drinking since the
college’s inception and they always will.
By prohibiting the shuttle from dropping
students off at the bars, the
administration seems to think that they
can kill two birds with one stone - keep
students from bodily harm because they
will not go to the bars since they no
longer have a ride. Having the shuttle
pick up and drop off students, drunk or
sober, at various places throughout the
neighborhood limits the opportunities
that muggers and, God forbid, rapists

As the college is
entrusted with the
safety of its students,
it is also entrusted
with their education
have of confronting students as they
walk around off campus late at night.
If the administration was concerned
about underage drinking, they would
utilize more direct measures to curb it.
They could confiscate the fake IDs of
underage students caught on campus with
alcohol. They could host non-alcoholic
club nights at Stuart’s on the weekends.
Working with the Providence Board of
Licenses, which regulates alcohol licenses,
they could tell local bars to stop targeting
underage drinkers with promotional
nights. If the bars refuse, the board could
revoke the bars’ licenses. Keeping the
shuttle from picking up students outside
the bars only increases the risk students
undertake every weekend.
As the college is entrusted with the
safety of its students, it is also entrusted
with their education. The Mission
Statement makes it clear that the college
seeks to “actively cultivate intellectual,
spiritual, ethical and aesthetic values
with the context of the Judaeo-Christian
heritage.” But PC’s motto is Veritas,
which is Latin for truth. How can the
college promote a search for truth when
it refuses to allow discussion outside of
the classroom on subjects that may
offend people's sensibilities?

The best known example would be

the suspension of the three students who
put up posters depicting the Virgin Mary
saying “How’s this for an Immaculate
Concept: Keep Abortion Safe and
Legal.” The college possessed the moral
high ground when it had what the
National Catholic Reporter deemed a
“teaching moment,” an opportunity to
explain to the college community why
the Church is against abortion. Rather,
it chose to relinquish that moral high
ground by lashing out against an action
it deemed anti-Catholic. After a large
group of students protested the
Administration’s decision, and the
suspensions were reported in The New
York Times, the college belatedly hosted
a forum to discuss the issue.
Sister Mary Angela Shaughnessy, an
intelligent, well-spoken nun who is the
legal counsel at Spalding College in
Louisville, Kentucky, represented the
administration’s viewpoint admirably in
front of a hostile crowd. But her main
argument was “the door is unlocked—
you can leave.” That only begs the
question, what is the administration

afraid of—that students will question the
basic dogmas of the Church? One
cannot reach veritas with a provincial
outlook of the world—one must question
everything in order to figure out what
they believe to be veritas. And if the
Church possesses veritas, then allowing
students to question ideas and beliefs
should only lead to an acceptance of the
Church’s views about the world.
A more recent example of block on
veritas was Fr. McPhail’s decision to
prohibit Women Will from reading The
Vagina Monologues during HerStory
week this semester. Fr. McPhail stated
the vulgarity contained within the book
was inappropriate. While the book uses
slang terms for the vagina, the
administration missed the point of The
Vagina Monologues—to erase the stigma
attached to the vagina in American
society. (Besides, we have minds of our
own—we can decide whether The
Vagina Monologues has a point or is part
of that vast, liberal, feminist conspiracy
to poison the minds of young people).
Don’t mistake me for a bitter, cynical
grad. I received an excellent education
here. But that was largely to my credit,
as I took classes that broadened my
horizons and forced me to think about
gender equality, the widening gap
between the rich and the poor, and race
relations, to name a few. If PC wants to
attract students from all over the nation,
they should ensure their students will be
safe when they travel off campus. And
the administration should not only allow
students to discuss the hard truths of
America, they should demand it. For
only then can students legitimately
discover veritas for themselves.
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The humorless Josie and the Pussycats is far from the cat’s meow

by

Dave Quinn ’04

A&E Staff

Josie and the Pussycats, which had previously been
part of the Archie Comics family, broke into mass
consciousness in the ’70s as an animated series about
a rock trio who solved mysteries and fought crime
(think Scooby Doo meets The Go-Go’s). Now a fulllength, live-action film, Josie is making its triumphant
return to pop culture.. It’s one more big studio movie
whose major drive was not only childhood nostalgia,
but more importantly, a built-in marketing campaign.
The heroines are strong-willed singer-guitarist Josie
McCoy (Rachael Leigh Cook), ditzy blonde drummer

Josie and the Pussycats
Directed by Harry Elfont and
Deborah Kaplan
Providence Place

Melody Valentine (Tara Reid), and funky bassist Valerie
Brown (Rosario Dawson). Apparently, none of these
women have families, friends, or employers, and are
free to move randomly through the plot without ever
calling home (I can’t make it two days without parental
contact and I’m three states away). Instead, they focus
their time on getting their band, “The Pussycats” out
of the garage and into the studio. Help is provided by
record producer Fiona (Parker Posey), and her assistant,
Wyatt (Alan Cumming), two corrupt media moguls
who use subliminal messages to brainwash the children
of America into buying all sorts of useless products,
starting pointless trends and fads. “The Pussycats” are
perfect for this, and are quickly signed. Meanwhile,
Josie, Mel, and Vai are so excited by success that they
barely pause to consider why it’s happening to them.
And why should they? After all, Wyatt hasn’t even
heard their music. Even if suspicion arises, various
things easily distract them. Valerie is too concerned
that she’s not getting enough credit, Josie is too busy
trying to get Alan M. to say that he loves her, and
Melody is just too stupid to pay attention.
■ Like the recent 75 Minutes, Josie is a satire on media
corruption, hype and product placement. However, it
uses the same thing it criticizes. It’s an endless parade
of product placement, a running sight gag that is part
of the goof on the entertainment business and its impact
on teen audiences. Basically, we’re talking one long
advertisement for MTV; Target, MacDonald’s,
Starbucks, Revlon Cosmetics, Evian, and Kodak, to
name a few.
The blame falls to partners Harry Elfont and
Deborah Kaplan for their bad writing. Their underlying
message of non-conformity is positive, but
unfortunately that message is lost in the mix. Oddly,
Josie is so obsessed with its anti-consumerist message
that it completely fails to address its intended massive
teen audience. Instead, it promotes murder (role-model
Carson Daly plays himself as a co-conspirator who tries
to kill the girls) and profanity (a “Honk if you like
Pussycats” sign has the “cats” part hidden behind a
tree, while fictional boy-band Du Jour’s song is named

IMDB

Hey hey! We’re the Monke...um...the Pussycats, and we’re here to bore you to death...’. Melody (Tara
Reid), Josie (Rachel Leigh Cook), and Valeria (Roseria Dawson) are all style, no substance.
“Backdoor Lover.”)
The plot device of subliminal messages as a tool
for brainwashing was another problem with the movie.
This premise is impractical, as subliminal messages
have been proven to be ineffective in advertising. It

may have worked in the Saved By The Bell episode,
but in real life, nothing happens.
Thanks to Kenneth “Babyface” Edmonds and
Letters to Cleo’s Kay Hanley, who sings Josie’s parts,
Josie, page 18
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SPY kids
by Alexandra

Silveira ’02

A&E Staff

The number-one movie in the
nation for the past three weeks has
been Spy Kids. The movie plot is
simple: Juni Cortez (Daryl Sahara) and
his older sister Carmen (Alexa Vega)
find out their “boring parents”
(Antonio Banderas and Carla Gugino)
are actually international spies who
have been kidnapped by a not-so-evil
genius (Alan Cumming) and his
devious minion, named Minion (Tony
Shalhoub).
Caught up in a world of espionage,
these future 007’s enlist the help of
their uncle (Danny Trejo) and his spy
gadgets to rescue their parents.
Spy Kids was more than tolerable
with cute jokes and physical humor.
Although the plot begs for poor acting,
the actors all did a good job. Unlike
most other box office hits, the special
effects were not overused or overdone.
Instead the director and writer, Robert
Rodriguez, relied on an imaginative
world created with brilliant colors and
shots and pmt-sized little heroes to
deliver his message about the
importance of family. Astonishingly,
the theme wasn’t overdone until the
very end, which leaves a sour
aftertaste.
Geared as it is towards the nine
year-old crowd, the movie delivered
and was a big hit with my little sister,
but (unlike this winter’s The Grinch)
it won’t keep an older crowd
fascinated, only mildly interested and
amused for an hour and a half.

Ifyou shake it, it develops faster. Leonard Shelby (Guy Pierce) finds another piece of the puzzle.

permanent memories from short-term
memory. To “remember” things - where
he is staying, who he “knows,” (or, who
knows him) and important clues about
the culprit - Leonard takes thousands of
notes, shoots Polaroid photographs of
important people, and self-tattoos
(courtesy of a needle and a Bic pen) the
most important clues on his chest, arms,
and legs. Helping Leonard along in his
nightmarish odyssey are his only friend
Memento
and possible suspect, Teddy (Joe
Directed by Christopher Nolan
Pantoliano), and a mysterious femme
116 min, Avon Cinema
fatale, Natalie (Carrie-Ann Moss).
Memento's plot, with a standard
memory. Same goes for any memory—
they can be tailored to suit your Fugitive retread storyline, and a
emotions, making eyewitness accounts contrived and sometimes confusing
drug-dealer revenge plot, is not what
and most gossip wholly unreputable.
Writer/director of Memento makes the movie tick. The structure of
Christopher Nolan runs with this Memento is the star, with Guy Pierce’s
concept, and insists that everything you perfect performance complimenting that
know is wrong. Nolan’s meandering, structure. The film is structured
would-be-contrived-if-it-wasn ’t-so- episodically, with those episodes
original take on film noir, Memento, separated by black and white footage of
frustrates the audience to the point of Leonard piecing clues together in his
nearly walking out halfway through, but hotel room. Each episode starts where
through a unique and unsettling the last left off, but they all run
structure, the film keeps the audience chronologically backward. The film
riveted to their seats, thirsting for begins with the final chronological
action. The episodes themselves run
answers.
Leonard Shelby (Guy Pierce) is on forward, but only run as long as
the hunt for his “one-armed man”—the Leonard’s short-term memory can
man that raped and murdered his wife remember. With each successive
and got away, leaving Leonard on his episode, then, the audience knows the
bathroom floor, bloody and broken. action that happened chronologically
During Leonard’s attempt to thwart his 'after the episode, but not what happened
wife’s attackers, his head was smashed before. If it sounds confusing, it is for a
against a mirror, causing him to suffer while. But the structure serves to place
from anterograde memory dysfunction, the audience in Leonard’s state of mind
which renders the brain unable to create at the start of each episode. The audience
by

Mark M. Balas ’03

A&E Editor
Try to remember something from
your childhood, or any good memory for
that matter - a great weekend you’ve had
at PC, or a fun time you had in high
school. Now, as much as you’d hate to
admit it, that memory is probably rose
colored and embellished by your

is almost encouraged, by the structure
alone to take notes, like Leonard, on
characters and possible key plot points.
The backwards timeline of Memento
leads what would be hum-drum
occurrences if Memento's plot played
forward, to become hugely shocking
revelations of deceit, manipulation, and
confusion. Christopher Nolan wants you
to question everything you’ve ever
remembered, and with his meticulous
structure and script promoting the
theme, the audience starts to question
every fact and even the clearest
memories put forth in the film.
Guy Pierce sells each scene, looking
as if he hasn’t seen the rest of the script
and really doesn’t know who is who, and
w’hat is true. When Pierce recites the
story of Sammy Jankis (Stephen
Tobolowski), one of his former
insurance investigations and the film’s
thematic lynchpin, Leonard’s sorrow is
palpable. The supporting cast is a fine
one. Pantoliano and Moss are visually
frustrated with Leonard’s dysfunction,
and their performances of bad people
doing bad things are manipulative and
believable, working as a critical cog in
the structure of the film’s main gimmick.
Despite Memento's contrived plot,
the structure of the film makes it
acceptable, as the film is an experiment
in a higher sort of gimmick that happens
to contain finely-tuned convincing
performances. Memento is a nearly
perfect. intel ligent thriller that comes out
smoking and leaves the audience aghast
after its final scene.
Memento'. A

Friar's Cell One Act Plays
Artistic License ~ By: Pat Collins '99 Directed by: Meghan T. Kelly '01
The Dead Man is the Bus Driver ~ Written and Directed by:
Matt Duchnowski '01
The Zoo Story ~ By: Edward Albee Directed by: Jessica Tabak z01
Blackfriars Theatre
April 27th through April 29th
Call x2218 to reserve your tickets
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His aim is (still) true Music
by

Dan Devine ’04

Notes

A&E Staff

Elvis Costello is just unassailably
cool. The true inventor of the geek rock
which Weezer would later take to the
bank, the bespectacled balladeer has
enjoyed a twenty-plus year career that
has seen him provide anthems for
hopeless romantics (“Alison”), muscle
bound jocks (“Pump It Up”), and
anarchic outcasts (“Radio Radio”) alike,
while managing to retain both his
underground credibility and commercial
success. In fact, Costello’s career has
been so prodigious, so acclaimed, and
so damn good that he has left most fans

Guided By Voices

Anne Sofie von Otter
meets Elvis Costello
For the Stars
UNI/ Deutsch Grammophone Records

wondering what he could possibly do
next. The answer is, of course, obvious:
meet a Swedish mezzo-soprano, enlist
the aid of an orchestra, and do a covers
album.
If that last sentence left you
scratching your head, you’re not alone.
At first glance, the premise of For the
Stars, the new album from Costello and
classical vocalist Anne Sofie von Otter,
seems like something you’d conjure up
on a bad acid trip. Remarkably enough,
however, it succeeds, and does so for two
key reasons: first, it emphasizes the
incredible vocal range of mostly
unknown von Otter over that of the
recognizable Costello, and second, its
selection of songs to be covered is utterly
perfect. While the originals contributed
by Costello at times fall flat, the new
takes on classics from Tom Waits, the
Beach Boys, the Beatles and others more
than make up for any perceived
inadequacy.
Listeners harboring any delusions
that this would follow in the footsteps
of classic Elvis Costello albums like My
Aim Is True and the more recent Painted
From Memory are shaken out of their
slumber by “No Wonder,” the album’s
opener. A violin accompanies a lone
acoustic guitar on the intro, tiding us over
until we get our first taste of Anne Sofie
von Otter’s voice. With a dropped jaw
and lolling tongue, the only word I could
clearly formulate in response was
“haaagghggh.” Suffice it to say,
“stunning” hardly does her justice. Von
Otter, a mezzo-soprano, does more than
her fair share of traveling in the higher
octaves, a section usually reserved for
true sopranos, but to which von Otter
ascends effortlessly with several recital
CDs to her credit. The duo next covers
“Don’t Talk (Put Your Head On My
Shoulder),” a slice of pop heaven created
by “His Harmoniousness,” Brian
Wilson, for the Beach Boys’ legendary
Pet Sounds. While von Otter’s solo

Radio, radio...
With For the Stars,
singer-songwriter
icon Elvis Costello
teams with mezzosoprano Anne von
Otter to cover
classic pop
standards

approach lacks the thickness of that
classic Beach Boys harmony, the more
stripped down arrangement truly allows
the lyrics to shine. In fact, von Otter’s
version more closely appropriates the
sense of desperation Wilson probably
intended to evoke when he first wrote
the song. The refrain of “Listen, listen,
listen...” is transformed from a sing-a
long line into an impassioned last-ditch
effort to save a relationship long since
devastated.
More of the same comes in the next
track, a smoothly produced combination
of Tom Waits’ “Broken Bicycles” and
Paul McCartney’s “Junk.” The thematic
I
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similarities between the two spngs that
use damaged toys and machinery as
metaphors for shattered hearts are joined
by a musical similarity. After von Otter
sings the first verse of “Broken Bicycles,”
Elvis makes his first vocal appearance on
the record, belting out his best McCartney
impersonation as the music (played with
elegance by an array of European
specialists) remains the same. After
Elvis’s stint on “Junk” comes to a close,
von Otter steps back in with the second
verse of “Bicycles” before the two unite
on a “da di ya da da da” spree. The
simplicity of the song structure combined
with the picture-perfect instrumentation
and the imaginative integration of the two
songs makes for a first-rate piece of music
and a very inventive cover.
Therein lies For the Stars's true
brilliance: its inspired translations have the
ability to create interest in songs long since
forgotten by most and foster appreciation
for the craft of songwriting. Anyone can
cover “Surfin’ USA” or “I Get Around,”
but to showcase two tracks off of one of
the top ten most influential albums of all
time, even though they’re far from the
most famous Beach Boys tracks, takes
guts. Ditto for the Beatles and “For No
One.” Even Elvis receives the treatment,
recasting his own “I Want To Vanish” and
“This House Is Empty Now.” If you get
nothing else out of For the Stars, maybe
you’ll feel the need to pick up a Tom Waits
greatest hits album or the deluxe re
mastered version of Pet Sounds. Maybe,
just maybe, people will start realizing the
importance of a good pop song rather than
just ingesting and regurgitating the same
formulaic garbage over and over again
without thought.
For the Stars: B+

Isolation Drills
TVT Records
For about fifteen years, Dayton,
Ohio’s Guided By Voices have been
one of music’s best-kept secrets. If
Isolation Drills, their second album on
TVT Records, doesn’t leak them,
nothing will. An exquisitely crafted
slice of pop rock beauty produced by
Rob Schnapf, the man who oversaw
Elliott Smith’s growth, Isolation Drills
highlights the very best of GBV
frontman/songwriter Robert Pollard’s
abilities. Namely, rollicking power-pop
and a vocal range that goes from
Lennon to Rod Stewart to Blake
Schwarzenbach (Jawbreaker, Jets to
Brazil) at the stomp of a distortion
pedal.
Discerning listeners will be
pleasantly surprised by the presence of
the Soldier String Quartet, who lend
their classical chops to “The Enemy,”
“Unspirited,” and “Privately,”
providing just enough sonic lift to keep
Pollard and company well above the
lion’s share of modern rock acts.
Isolation Drills patiently, and
consistently kicks your teeth in with
jaw-dropping harmonies and excellent
production over the course of 16 songs,
all of which are well worth your time.
If you’re a fan of pop rock acts ranging
from R.E.M. to Big Star to the
Lemonheads, you should invest in
Isolation Drills. And if you do, tell a
friend, because like most good secrets,
Guided By Voices are too good to keep
to yourself.
Isolation Drills: A
-by Dan Devine ’04

Pete Yorn
musicforthemorningafter
Columbia Records
In the 2001 Rolling Stone “Cool
Issue,” they called Pete Yorn’s
musicforthemorningafter one of the
“cool” new records of the millennium.
You can call it Pavement lite. Although
he has a better voice than Stephen
Malkmus, his singing style is in the
same half-spoken, half-sung tradition,
and the hidden melodies reek of
Pavement’s catalogue.
For Yorn, though, diving headfirst
into his influences is not the worst he
could do. Yorn crafts a fine album that
relies on each song to support the
previous track, and segue into the next,
with the opener “Life on a Chain,” and
the closer, “Simonize” creating an
appropriate fade-in and fade-out buzz
for morningafter. While he might not
be the next Springsteen, Elliott Smith,
or Stephen Malkmus, but Pete Yom’s
debut is a “cool" way to kick off 21”
century rock.
musicforthemorningafter: B
-by Mark Balas ’03
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Check it out

What’s new at Phillips Memorial Libraiy
CURRENT LITERARY
AWARD WINNERS

April 26, 2001

Taste of the Town
Geoff’s
163 Benefit St.
751-2248

Riccotti’s of Federal Hill
133 Atwells Ave.
621-8100

The Amazing Adventures of
Kavalier & Clay I Michael Chabon

(Pulitzer Prize for Fiction)
Hirohito and the Making of Modern
Japan / Herbert P. Bix
(Pulitzer Prize for non-fiction)

by Alexandra

The Human Stain / Philip Roth
(Pen/Faulkner Award)
Blind Assassin / Margaret Atwood

(Booker Award)
English Passengers I Matthew
Kneale

(Whitebread Award)
White Teeth: a novel I Zadie Smith
(Whitebread Award for first

A Year Down Yonder / Richard Peck

(Newbury Medal)

novel)
The Asylum Dance I John Burnside

(Whitebread Award for poetry)

So You Want to be President? I Judith
St. George; illustrated by David Small

(Caldecott Medal)

Being Dead / Jim Crace

(Critic Circle Award)
In America: a novel I Susan Sontag

(National Book Award for fiction)
Blessing the Boats: new and selected
poems, 1988-20001 by Lucille
Clifton

(National Book Award for poetry)
Soul Mountain / Gao Xingjian ;
translated from the Chinese by
Mabel Lee

(Nobel Prize)

Silveira ’02

A&E Staff

—For further information,
contact
Ann Sullivan at ext. 1908,
asullivan@providence.edu, or
Leslie Lanzieri at ext. 1994,
llanzier@providence. edu.

There are certain things that are specific to Rhode Islanders: we drink Del’s
and coffee milk; we call water fountains, “bubblers;” instead of asking for
sprinkles; we ask for jimmies. Besides that, we have our infamous local
celebrities, including Buddy Cianci, and giant potato heads all around.
Featuring such sandwiches as Doug White and Buddy Cianci, Geoff’s is a
place so completely attuned with Rhode Island that Rhode Island Monthly voted
it the “best sandwich in Providence.” Besides having sandwiches named after
our favorite anchorman and the notorious mayor, there are plenty of other novelty
sandwiches like Bermuda Triangle with hot sardines (the poor man’s anchovy)
or Godzilla that features Dragon’s breath, described as “really, really, really , .hot.”
I invariably get The Juggs, a perfect combination of hot turkey, bacon,
Cheddar cheese, and cranberry sauce, with optional Shedd’s sauce (mayo,
mustard, and horseradish). It’s wonderful because the crisp bacon adds just
enough crunch and compliments turkey perfectly, as does the mild cheddar that
they use. The best part is a light sprinkle of celery salt that brings everything
together. My friend got Juliette Low: hot turkey, melted American cheese, and
lettuce. She claims that it was equally as good as The Juggs. I doubt it, but I’m
slightly biased.
I’m also slightly biased towards Ricotti’s on “the hill.” The restaurant itself
is what you’d expect of a sandwich place which offers a wide variety of simple,
but good cold sandwiches, hot sandwiches, pockets, and salads. One of the
best parts is the bread that the sandwiches are served on, which is similar to
Subway bread, but better. At Ricotti’s, my friend had a simple burger, while I
had a steak sandwich with cheese, onions, peppers, and mushrooms. Forgoing
the frequent tendency of steak sandwiches to be too greasy, my sandwich only
had one napkin’s worth and was piping hot and as good a steak sandwich as you
can get anywhere. To top it off, they have breaded onion rings, a very personal
obsession, but excellent. An added bonus was a very accommodating sandwich
maker.
For those of you who aren’t from RI but want to experience the full local
flavor, buy a Don Bosquet book, drop your r’s, and head out to get some good
food at some places that Rhode Islanders love.
Geoff’s: B+
Ricotti’s: B+
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"Shyaa... you know you
totally want to join the Cowl
staff. Garth, why don't you tell
the kind people at home about
my 8 best reasons to be on the
paper?"

WAYNE'S COWL BEST
make friends all around campus
...not!

gain worldly knowledge
make people listen to - and read •
you complain

get free movies and music
get published without dealing with lame
managers or contracts

earn locker room pnvileges at
sporting events
fix everyone else's mistakes

learn to make shameless, corny
ads like this one

"Scha-wing!"
Come to an information session to learn even more

Tuesday, May 1
7:30 Slavin 112

Features
The Cowl
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94-96 Eaton
Street
Survivor

The
Telephone
Rings
by

Erin Keller ’02

Features Staff

“Helio?"
“Hey.”
“Oh my God! How are you? Where
are you?"
“With the band, man.”
“Yes I know. Where?”
“Seattle now.”
“Wow. Seattle. You hadn’t sent a
postcard in a long time. I was beginning
to get worried."
“No worries.”
“How’s the living?”
“No one’s buying the quilts. Some
of the ponchos. Those are harder to
make though.”
“Will you come home anytime
soon?"
“Hell no. They need me here.”
“Who? Phish?”
“Yeah, Phish, Julia. No, my people,
my ride— you know how it is.”
“It’s scary.”
“It’s life. How are you?”
“Busy. School... I thought you quit
smoking.”
“What?”
“I hear you smoking.”
“You heard that?”
“How can you be such an advocate
for the environment and smoke?”
“I have to do it on the sly. It’s
considered treason here. Addiction is a
bad, bad thing.”
“How’s your man?”
“Oh. That. That’s over. He decided
to stay in Denver which is really weird
because it’s Denver. He just couldn’t do
it anymore. Which is strange since...”
“...since he turned you on to the life.
My God. Seattle.”

“I always said I would get here.”
“Yes, you did. Except you said you’d
get there with me.”
“You didn’t want to come. School.”
“Sometimes....most times... I think
you’re learning more than 1 am.”
“I know how to crochet.”
“I know how to conjugate. Tell me
your adventures.”
“Hold on, let me put in another
quarter. Ok. Yeah well, it’s not the grand
life. But you knew that I live in a van,
sing on street corners, shower in
high school gyms. I was almost
arrested.”
“No kidding. All for trying to be
free.”
“Is that sarcasm?”
“No. Scholarly wit.”
“Oh. There are rumors that Phish is
breaking up.”
“I’ve heard them.”
“It’s scary. Some people have
accepted this band as their personal
savior. It’s not good to have people like
that scatter to the winds.”
“What will you do?”
“What did the Deadheads do?”
“Oh no. Don’t take that route. Come
home.”
“You’re not home.”
“Then come here.”
“Quarter’s running out.”
“Send me a postcard.”
“If I don’t in time, happy birthday. I have
a gift for you.”
“A poncho.”
“A quilt.”
“I’ll say hi to your family.”
“Yes. Do. Thanks. Bye Julia.”
“Take care of yourself.”

by

Patrick Ferrucci ’01

Features Staff

Living in a house with ten graduat
ing seniors, you can imagine that things
are becoming a little tense. The other
night I was making a peanut butter sand
wich and my roommate Erica decided
she didn’t like what my toes looked like
in sandals. She yelled at me. After call
ing my toes “skinny and pretty,” I found
myself crying in the corner. This is not
the only example of the tension on 9496 Eaton Street. Ryan, who lives in the
room next to me, has become fond of
calling another of my roommates “Pooky
Bear.” Because Cohen would never ad
mit that he really does like to be called
“Pooky Bear,” he has started to throw
lollipops at Ryan anytime he calls him
that. After many more similar agitating
events, my roommates and I decided that
it was time to kick some people out. We
realized the only way to do that is to play
Survivor.
If you’ve ever watched Survivor, then
you know the key to its success is how
each contestant is made into a certain
character. We know that the only way
to make Eaton Street Survivor success
ful is to make sure that we all have
strong, identifiable characters. For ex
ample, I am going to be the anal-reten
tive clean freak. Whenever anybody
leaves their clothes out of place, leaves
food out, or doesn’t wash the dishes, I
am going to pour pickle juice on them.
My roommate Tara is going to be the is
land nudist. She is going to walk around
in a towel, al^jhq time and let it drop only
occasionally. Nobody will ever be able

to understand what she is saying because
she’ll talk so fast and only talk about how
she lives in “Metapoopit.” Another fun
character will be Pat Arnold, who’ll be
the handy guy. He’ll like to cook a lot
and make stuff out of wood. He’ll prob
ably stick around awhile because we’ll
need him to make culinary treats for us
all.
The key to winning Eaton Street Sur
vivor will be how we fare at the immu
nity games. We’ll be competing in
events like who can eat the most mus
tard straight without upchucking. I am
especially looking forward to the potato
sack races and the “how many saltines
can you consume without water” events.
My only sure loss is when we play ex
treme flip-cup. Erica, the apartment’s
resident pedophile, is the only one worse
than me. Good thing the “playing doc-
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The Signs of Summer
.:y Megan Greco ’02
Features Editor

Most people gauge the
emergence of warm weather
with robins. Not me. I know
that summer is almost here
when there are Country Time
Lemonade commercials on
television. I saw my first one
last week and I got extremely
excited and wanted to lounge in
a porch swing or climb a tree or
wear a straw hat or something.
If I never saw a Country Time
Lemonade commercial again,
however, I would still know it
was almost summer because of
the behavior patterns of people
on campus. Here are some tell
tale signs that the year is
winding down.
People look for any and
every excuse to bring their
dorm/apartment furniture
outside. I guess I sort of
understand this...it is kind of

fun to lounge on
some tattered
couch in nice
weather.
Personally,
I
don’t think it’s
worth it to lug it
outside, and then
back up the stairs.
Perhaps this is
why people set
them on fire: they
are eliminating
the
task
of
carrying
the
couch back up the
stairs.
“Cool" professors hold
class outside, often prematurely.
It’s usually not as warm as
everyone wishes it was, and it’s
windy or something. Even
though I love when teachers do
this, it is also the single most
ineffective way to get me to
learn. I’ve had one class outside ;

this semester and I divided the

Speakers in
windows
get
turned outwards.
Also, no matter
what kind of music
an
individual
listens to, the same
thing always gets
played
out
windows. Such
selections often
include: a Guns ‘n
Roses classic tune
including (but not
limited
to)
PETE JOHNSON '03/The Cowl “Paradise City” or
“Sweet Child O’
hour and fifteen minutes into Mine,” essentially any Beastie
two activities. One was Boys song from “Licensed to
monitoring exactly how close Ill” or Bob Marley’s “Legend,”
this little beetle thing came to and perhaps a Frank Sinatra
me. The second was alternating song or two.
putting my sweatshirt on or
Drinking laws seem to
taking it off, due to the drastic become invalid. Another
temperature range of when the phenomenon that occurs only
sun was behind a cloud and wen when the days get longer and
it wasn’t.
the temperature rises is that it

seems to be understood among
students that underage drinking
anywhere on campus is not only
allowed, but also encouraged.
The off-campus streets also
resemble Mardi Gras every
night of the weekend.
Frisbee and whiffleball, and
lots of it. Two observations
about this. One, people really
want to play frisbee on the quad,
despite the multitude of trees.
Two, the above are perhaps the
two flimsiest pieces of sporting
equipment, yet people insist on
using them when it’s windy.
Have you ever watched
someone try to play whiffleball
when it’s windy out? It’s
extremely unfortunate.
It cannot be denied that all
of these things are true. And
yes, I am making fun of each
and every one, but they are also
the reason that I look forward
to the last three weeks of the
school year.
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Welcome to
Hell’s
Kitchen
continued from last week

by

Maria Monaco ’02

Features Staff

Gina entered her aunt’s house very
cautiously. She had the haunted house
jitters. She had not experienced them
since she was seven and her parents took
her to a haunted house for the first time
on Halloween. At the moment, any
sudden sound or sudden movement
would have made her jump, but
thankfully all was silent. So silent that
Gina could hear the rhythmic beating of
her heart that was almost synchronized
with the ticks of the old grandfather
clock that sounded from the parlor.
“So...” Gina began to say, looking at
the stranger standing across the room.
“Nathan,” he quickly interjected,
aware of her pause.
“So, Nathan, how long have you
known my Aunt Julia?”
“Oh, we’ve known each other for a
long time. I can’t even remember how
long ago we met, but it still feels like
only yesterday,” he said. “She and I have
a special bond,” he continued, walking
closer to her.
“Why haven’t I seen you around here
before? This isn’t the first time that I’ve
been up here,” Gina asked him. “It
seems strange that my aunt never
mentioned you.”
“Well, I wander in and out. We
probably just never bumped into each
other. And I don’t know why your aunt
never mentioned me. I must not be as
important to her as I like to think that I
am,” he said.
Gina was aware of the way Nathan’s
eyes stayed completely focused on her,
almost as if he was seeing into her very
soul. Gina was transfixed by the
intensity of his presence as he walked
towards her.
“You know you look just like your
mother?” he continued.
“Did you know my mother?” Gina
asked. “She never mentioned you
either.”
“Oh no, she was too good for me,”
he said, while his eyes still rested on

Gina. “She didn’t want anything to do
with me,” he said with an exaggerated
sadness. “You see she was friends with
an old friend of mine, but 1 dropped out
of that circle long ago, we just didn’t see
eye to eye.”
While they spoke, they circled the
dining room table while Gina
subconsciously used the table as a
barrier. Up to this point, her instincts
had told her that something was very
wrong. Now she knew that she had to
get away as soon as possible. She didn’t
feel secure at all. It was starting to get
dark outside, and her aunt had not yet
returned.
“Maybe I should get going,” Gina
said, trying to sound more confident than
she felt. “I’ll come back some other
time. I’m sure Aunt Julia will
understand.”
“Oh, don’t be silly, your aunt will be
so disappointed if you leave without
saying goodbye,” he tried to convince
her. “I know where you can find her,
and I can help you get there.”
He lunged toward her quickly but the
table between them gave Gina enough
time to run to her car. She turned the
key, but the car refused to start. She saw
Nathan walking toward her. With the
red setting sun as a background, he
looked demonic. Her heart pounded; her
hands shook; her entire body tightened.
He stepped to the door...
Gina’s head sprang up and she hit the
brakes quickly just in time, inches away
from the overhang of dead man’s curve.
“I was dreaming! Of course I was
dreaming. That wasn’t real; that couldn’t
havebeenreal. Butlalmostdied;lcould
have died!” Gina whispered to herself.
She turned around and went straight
home, too traumatized to continue. This
had been too strange an experience. “It’s
funny what the mind can imagine,” Gina
thought as she drove home.
In the house of Julia Singleton, a man
stood. “I knew she was too much like
her mother,” he said angrily with his face
tilted upwards. “You can have her.”
Gina never again returned to the town
known as Hell’s Kitchen.

Survivor
-Continued from page 21tor” competition is first because Maggie
knows how to use a stethoscope and I’ll
have the best chance of not being kicked
off then.
The two main obstacles that we faced
during the planning stages of our first
and only season of Eaton Street Survi
vor were who was going to be the audi
ence and what is the prize going to be.
Kerri proposed that we invite the neigh
bors over for the events in our yard. The
ones on the street will have a built-in
audience since we’ll be making a spec
tacle outside. Without enough prepara
tion time, this suggestion had to be taken.
The prize was especially difficult to fig
ure out. That is until Christina came back
from Easter Break with a chocolate
bunny. There was a big fight over it and
that’s when it all became so very clear.
Whoever wins Eaton Street Survivor will
get Christina’s chocolate bunny.

If anyone is interested in being the

host please give me a call. If not, come
on down to the house because tomorrow
begins Eaton Street Survivor. Who will
win? Will it be Pat F. “the anal-reten
tive clean freak,” Pat C. “the feminine
but jacked Pooky Bear,” Pat A. “the
handy-dandy Martha Stewart wannabe,”
Ryan “the valedictorian who stinks at
Taboo," Erica “the elementary school
boy loving ingenue,” Katie “the girl who
substitutes Doritos for heroin,” Kerri
“the chronically drunk, master keg tap
per,” Christina “the it’s my f#*king
bunny girl,” Maggie “the hi, can I take
your temperature MD,” or of course, the
favorite, Tara “the perpetually naked,
incomprehensible judge’s daughter from
Metapoopit?” We’ll all see soon. Until
then, pick your favorite one of us and
come down and check out the games.
We don’t mind if other houses steal our
idea. Maybe the Dominicans can play
too.
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Kitchen Talks
by Anna

Luciano ’02

Features Staff_______________________

“Hey mom... I was wondering about
something.
Do you believe in
reincarnation? You know, that people
can come back in another life after this
one ends? Sometimes I like the idea-1
could fix everything I’ve ever done
wrong. I would just know more, you
know? But then I also think that I like
the idea of heaven. Perfect happiness
and love, floating on clouds, the pearly
gates, all that stuff. But how am I ever
supposed to know which is real?” This,
seemingly out of nowhere, startled Lisa’s
mother.
“I don’t know, honey,” she replied.
They were standing in the kitchen,
washing and drying the dishes together.
They were a close pair - they often spent
time together, talking about friends, love,
ideas, and all the other stuff that makes
up life. But Lisa’s mom wondered where
this was coming from.
Lisa went on, “Maybe both are true they could work together, right? Maybe
people get reincarnated over and over,
until they live a perfect life. You know,
like in Groundhog Day, where Bill
Murray has to live the same day over and
over until he gets it right? Well, maybe
we can’t move on to heaven until we live
this human life right. Do you think that
could be?”
“Maybe sweetie. I don’t really
know.”
“Well, what if nothing happens?
What if when people die, they just sit
there, and nothing happens? Would the
person know that nothing was
happening? Or would the person not
know, because they ceased to exist? And
if that was true, nobody will ever know

what happens after death. Right?”
“Honey, I don’t have any idea what
happens when you die. Why are you
suddenly so fascinated with death? Are
you okay? Is one of your friend sick or
something?”
“Oh, there isn’t any real reason. I just
don’t know what I believe anymore. I
guess it’s just that as I grow up, I question
more of what I’ve been told. Like I can’t
just blindly accept what I’ve been taught.
If everyone just blindly accepts, no one
will ever really know anything, because
there are so many different beliefs. They
can’t all be right. And death is one of
the biggest mysteries ever. There are so
many different ideas about what happens
when you die, that there isn’t any easy
way to reconcile all the beliefs. So I was
just wondering.”
“Well, I am glad that you are
searching yourself for answers. Finding
out what you believe in is one of the most
important parts of life. Your beliefs
define you; they shape the way that you
act and the ways that others see you. And
having strong beliefs helps when times
get rough. But I don’t have any answers
for you, honey. I can tell you what I
think... but what I think is just one of
the many possible answers. You could
just go along with our religious beliefs...
but again, that is only one possible
answer. And no answer is definite,
because there is always the possibility
that something else is true. You just have
to figure it out for yourself.”'
Lisa was quiet for a minute. Then
she just nodded at her mother, smiled,
and continued drying the dishes. After
another minute, her mom smiled back.
And they slipped back into a
companionable silence.

“Don’t worry about the world
coming to an end today. It’s already
tomorrow in Australia.”
-Charles Schultz

FINE ARTS CALENDAR
Studio Art Majors Thesis Exhibitions
Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery

TARYN SEFECKA
“how you look at it”
screenprints
April 22-27
opening reception: Sunday, April 22nd 2pm - 4pm

ALI ROSA
“PORTRAITS”
photographs
April 29 - May 4
opening reception: Sunday, April 29th 2pm - 4pm

JESSICA TOWNSEND
“Legs & Eggs”
paintings
May 6-11
opening reception: Sunday, May 6th 2pm - 4pm

Other Exhibitions

LORI COSMAN and CARRIE SCRIBNER
screenprints
April 29 - May 5
Slavin Room 203

Spring Student Ceramics Sale
Wednesday, May 2,9:30am - 2:00pm
Lower Slavin Center

Sculpture Class Exhibition
Monday, May 7, 3:30 - 5:00
Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery
For more information call the Art and Art History Department at 865-2401
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Until the End
of the World
“I can’t believe you waited for me.”
“What else would I do?” answered
Features Staff
Lucinda.
“I don’t know, find someone else,
Alfred walked up to the giar
window and stared outside, in the sam
like Jesse.” Jesse was huddled in the
back with his business partners, trading
direction that Lucinda was watching
their epic tales of corporate glory.
She smiled, and he noticed her smile
“I needed to find you afterward. I
in the reflection.
had a child while you were gone, and I
“How are you?” she askec
thought you should know.”
cautiously.
“Mine?” Lucinda nodded.
He just pointed towards the light
Alfred gleamed, took a deep breath,
of an airplane, as the red and blue spot
and intrinsically celebrated the news,
were looming closer. Finally, the plan
flew overhead and Lucinda watche, which shocked him really. “When did
that happen?”
until every inch of the plane was out o
“In the garden behind my mother’s
sight.”
house.”
“One day, Jesse! One day, one o
“Oh right,” said Alfred smiling.
those planes won’t make it over thi
window! It’s gonna crash right inti “That was a great day. Except until.. .”
“Until you said you were leaving,
your new stereo!” Alfred, like usual
wasted no time attracting attention, am and I was left there.”
“It’s not like I just left... I had to. I
Jesse was looked at by his comrades
told you something, and I will say it
each of whom were waiting for a small
again, I’ll be with you until the end of
response. Instead, Jesse just rolled hi
the world.” Those words were a lot
eyes and flashed his eyebrows. Hi
would be a lot happier if Alfred hai more effective four of five years ago,
they were hanging in front of her face
never showed up tonight.
now.
“When did you get out?” aske<
“Well, it wasn’t all of my fault.
Lucinda, still glaring out the window
They were making me go.” Around
holding her drink.
this time, Alfred could feel the alcohol
“Last month. Good behavior.”
affecting his cognition, and honestly
“You?” ■
considered placing his glass down.
“Who would have guessed?”
“You shouldn’t be drinking if you’re
Lucinda just smirked, and shook he
head. She was once again graced witl pregnant.”
his company, after all of these years
“I’m not really. Just holding it so
Jesse won’t bug me about having an
The last time they had talked, they wen
empty hand.”
at the same apartment on the sam<
“Shmuck.”
night, the only difference being th<
Alfred would continue to convince
candles Jesse had used to illuminate hi:
Lucinda that he still really loved her.
place. It was quite romantic, ant
Lucinda and Alfred embraced for the
He told her all about the dreams he had
entirety of the night, holding each other
in prison, each including her. Since he
arrived, her face had not changed, just
That New Year’s Eve party was the las
a constant stare, like a stone wall that
time they would see each other befort
had persevered through centuries of
tonight. She had told him that he wa:
storms. He rambled on and on about
wasting his life.
the philosophies he had come across
“Are you still so cynical, Lucinda?’
while reading behind bars, and how his
“Are you still as critical, Al.. .fred?’
latest trip to prison was so much better
Alfred just laughed lightly anc
for him than the one before it, or the
reached behind to grab a cracker. “Me'
one before that. After a while, the
Never.”
words just bounced off her and landed
Twenty minutes would pass anc
somewhere on the floor.
another plane would pass over the
Another plane took off from the
apartment. By the look of it, the plane
airport and flew overhead.
was skimming the roof of Jesse’;
Finally, Lucinda asked a question
penthouse apartment. In actuality, the
plane was 1000 feet from the complex
and Alfred was relieved. “Do you
regret the time we have spent together,
Despite the opinion of all of the guests
Lucinda was not bored with the or do you enjoy those memories?”
Alfred cocked his head to the side,
partygoers. She was mesmerized by the
slim height the plane cleared the “Both, of course.”
'apartments. Jesse, always a thrill
Lucinda spun back to her position
seeker, had purchased the apartment foil and some of her drink poured out onto
the floor.
that exact reason.
Alfred was not appreciating these
“I need you to help me, Lucinda.’
Immediately, she reached into hei moments of silence. In the past,
pocket book. As she searched through Lucinda would have been peppy, and
for a credit card, presumably the one excited to see him, and urge him to
with the highest ceiling, Alfred reached change his lifestyle. Those things just
across her and rested his hand on the didn’t affect her anymore.
Alfred rolled up his sleeve and
window pane, so his arm rested agains
her shoulder blades. On cue, he placed extended his arm, his palm facing her
something into her drink and watched chest. Lucinda pressed her face closer
the pill dissolve into her G & T. As her to the glass and squinted her eyes. |
eyes met his, he felt the same warm Alfred waited, and Lucinda darted out I
compassion that he knew would never of the room, snagging her coat without
dissolve between the two of them. Her breaking stride.
One by one, the members of the |
eyes were inviting, but at the same time,
very pure. He could only imagine the party chased after her, until Alfred was |
left alone. Slowly, he backed into the i
story his eyes told.
glass
and was struck hard, by the
Alfred reached behind him and
cockpit of a plane.
grabbed his drink.
by John

Zilch ’01

The Features Staff would like to
welcome Joan Barker ’04 to our
happy family!
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Velvet Nerve
by
by Joan

Barker ’04

Features Staff

Picking lint off the cuff of my jacket
Watching shadows crawl through the
crevices of blue nylon.
A deepened sun shines and I wish it was
warming your skin, but you’re not in the
glow, you melt in my mind
Eight hours away.
I wake up day after day
Wanting to spread my fingers across your
breath
And fill those kisses with misty love.
The dust floats on the sunset, putting me to
sleep, but I don’t want to lose myself to
dreams just to have you near me
For I’ll wake up alone, still won’t be home
You melt in my mind
Eight hours away.
1 bit my nails until 2 a.m., after running
circles in the frost.
Please tell me this is love’s casual

circumstance,
1 can’t stand these nervous instincts.
You are comfort, like the shades of blue
Somewhere in the glowing velvet
You melt my heart
Eight hours away.

Catherine Shagensk y ’02

Features Staff

rustled leaves,
dry and brittle,
veins and cracks
covering the surface,
white hands.
statue-like
too strong for a woman,
large like mits
worn after years of play
tattered, torn, leathery,
holding a key.
small and silver,
to the lock
around his wife’s neck,
never will he let it go
give her freedom
to breathe,
to venture outside,
their home,
her prison,
a white ranch
in a small town
covered by the falling leaves
of fair New England.

The Dominican Cemetary
BY S.AR.A

SCHIEPS

Mere at the beginning of warm days
The tenderness of new grass
And flower shoots
Press up gently to the light
Around the two double lines
Of marble crosses.
The double lines face one another
As if still
In silent prayer were raising,
Baek and forth,
Two verses and two verses
Of psalms Chanting perpetual
Liturgy of the Hours.

Easter

Homecoming
by Jessica Albetski

’04

Features Staff__________

Music allows me to escape this crazy life
Music helps me to forget everything
But sometimes, only when I allow it
Music helps me to remember
special moments, certain feelings,
and times 1 wish never ended
And when 1 let it
Music makes me really sad
and I cry because a lyric hits me
and penetrates my soul
and I cry because I remember
past pain, past hurt, past sorrows
Music calms me down, when I’m upset
Music heals my open wounds
A relief as sweet as the kisses my
mother gave wben I was little

Music rejuvenates my hope, my faith
Music makes me believe
in everything, in everyone,
including me
I lose myself
weekly, daily, hourly,
as soon as I slip on headphones
as soon as I hear the first beat
as soon as I start snapping my fingers
as soon as I tap my feet

Often times, 1 can never pull myself out
And when I manage to
I count the minutes, the seconds,
the breaths I breathe
my heart beat
And wait for the moment I am able to return

by Sara Schepis ’04
Ffathsps Staff

Lily and lilacs
Sing scent praises all around
One cool empty cave.

Hummingbird
by Neisiia McGvckxn

’03

Asst. Features Editor

It isn’t enough to let you in.
Like a hummingbird
Collecting nectar
And like wings
Flutter
Your eyelashes..,
Snowflakes falling and cigarette
smoke—
Flutter...
Sandy legs and wet eyelashes—
Flutter...
But then you are gone,
My heart left fluttering.

Features
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An Almost Wasted Chance at Happiness
by Tracy

Kennedy ’02

Features Staff

Sitting across the table from
her, I can’t believe that I have
known her this long. This steam
from our twin vanilla chais
floats into the air bringing pleas
ant scents to our noses. Still too
hot to drink. I look at her as
she babbles on about her latest
heartbreak. Love me, I want to
tell her. I am just a friend,
though, I am only Jack. I am
that guy.
“Jack, are you listening to
me?” she asks. “I swear all
guys, no matter who they are,
do not listen.”
“I’m listening Shannon.” I
always listen to every single lift
of your voice, every catch. I
could listen to you forever.
“Ok, so, where was I?” Shan
non continues, pushing a strand
of fiery red hair off of her soft,
pale face. Her hair is forever
falling across her light blue
eyes. Her eyes could stop my
speech and knock me to the
ground, if she ever looked at me
with love, a fraction of the love
I feel for her.
“I just wish that I could find
someone who I didn’t feel like
I had to force to like me, Jack,
you know? I’m sick of work
ing so hard on relationships that
go nowhere. I’m sick of.call
ing guys who don’t call back.
I’m sick of hurting, aching.”
Talk about pain, I feel like my
heart is bruised yet again by the
blow of how oblivious she is to
my love for her.
“Maybe you’re looking too
hard, Shannon. Maybe the per
fect man for you is right in front
of you and you don’t even know
how much he cares for you.”
C’mon, Shannon, take the bait.
“C’mon, Jack, who’s going to
want me? I told you, every

single guy
that I have
met in the
last
six
months has
had issues
and
has
been a com
plete waste
of my time.
I’m starting
to believe
that I’m go
ing to die an
old maid.”
“Shan
non, how
can you say
that?
I
know plen
ty of guys
that would
like to date
you.” Only one important one,
though. I’m here, Shannon,
can’t you see it?
“You are so sweet, Jack, any
girl would be lucky to find you.”
But there’s only one that I want
Shannon. I only want you.
Shannon and I met during
our freshman year in college. I
had a brief fling with one of her
roommates, but we stayed
friends after that relationship
faded. Throughout our four
years here, Shannon and I
would talk long into the night
dreaming aloud, fighting off the
coming future and cheering
each other through the difficult
times that college produces.
Sometimes I feel like she knows
me better than I know myself.
I fell in love with Shannon
late one Wednesday night dur
ing first semester of sophomore
year. Funny to think that I could
fall in love with someone so
immediately and with such a
rush, but that is exactly how it
happened. We were walking
back from Ben and Jerry’s down

Shannon’s
room and
their friendship has
continued
to
grow
ever since.
Shannon’s
concern
and com
passion for
her neigh
bors had al
ways am
azed me,
but I had
never seen
it manifest
so beauti
fully as that
night.
I
have loved
her ever

the street from campus. Shan since.
But now, as I sit across from
non and I had made this a ritual
her,
I marvel at how the past
the night freshman year that I
caught her roommate (my girl four years have slipped away.
Graduation is only weeks away,
friend) with someone else.
Anyway, Shannon and I were and though I know that we will
nearing her dorm and she saw a try to keep in touch, I know that
girl from one of her classes cry life will get in the way.
I want to tell her how I feel,
ing on the sidewalk behind her
building. This girl wasn’t very but I am afraid. Imagine a guy
popular and apparently her like me afraid of anything. How
roommates had taken her out could this delicate creature bewith them to a bar and left her ' fore me cause me a fear so
there. At first they had thought great? But what if she says she
that it was a good idea, but once doesn’t feel the same way. I am
they got there and a couple of nothing like the men who stomp
the cute guys from the football all over her heart. They don’t
team started making fun of her, deserve the beauty that she is
and then them for being associ within and without. Do they not
ated with her, they ditched her. see the treasure they hold briefly
She had run home, a little scared before throwing her away?
Troubled, I look away, be
of the surroundings. When we
cause
I can’t bear to look at her.
found her, she was too embar
She is too much for me to
rassed to go into her room.
Wiping her tear-stained face. handle. I yearn to kiss her eye
Shannon took the girl into her lids and her cheeks and her lips.
room that night and marched I want to hold her and wipe the
down the hall and told off those hurt from her eyes. But she
nasty girls. From that moment could never love me and I could
on, the girl moved into never face the rejection that

The
Mathemagician
Congratulations to Mary Salinger for her prompt and (more importantly)
correct answer!
[one possible] SOLUTION TO LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:

A and a cross the river, A stays.
a goes back and gets b.
they cross and a stays with A.
b goes back and gets B.
they cross and B stays with A and a.
b goes back and gets c.
they cross and b stays with B, b, A, and a.
c goes back and gets C and they cross.
Therefore A, a B, b, C, and c are all on the other side of the river
without the wives
ever having to be in the presense of a man who isn’t her husband without
her husband also being present.
THIS WEEK’S QUESTION:

Using twelve match sticks, how can someone construct a two dimensional
figure that has an area of 4 square match sticks? (all sticks must be used
to define the area and no doubling over)

compiled by Fred Coughlin ’03

The mathematic torch has been passed...congratulations
to Fred Coughlin ’03, our new Mathemagician!

would be sure to end our friend
ship. Does a friendship ever
recover such a blow?
“Jack, what’s the matter with
you? You haven’t been your
self at all today. Is it gradua
tion? I’ll stop talking about that
jerk. Is that it? Are you still
thinking about Abby?”
Deep breath, Jack, this is
your only chance. Don’t waste
it Jack. Do it. “Shannon, I’m
sorry that I haven’t been myself
today. I have something on my
mind.”
“What is it, Jack? You know
that you can tell me anything.
I’m listening.”
And so I dive off the cliff,
praying all the way down. “Sh
annon, I love you. I have loved
you for some time now. I love
your beautiful, wild hair; I love
the way you care for every per
son you meet and will do any
thing for anyone; I love that you
love Ben and Jerry’s; I love that
when you listen, you really hear
what I am saying; I love that you
know me better than anyone
else.
“I know that I have just laid
a huge burden on you and I
know that you probably don’t
feel the same way. It’s just that
it kills me every time you tell
me about another guy who has
torn your heart to shreds. I
could love you the way you de
serve, if you would just let me.”
Shannon smiled, tears
streaming down her face. She
moved to the seat beside me and
took my face in her hands and
kissed me. Pulling away, she
looked straight into my eyes and
I swear that she gazed at my
soul. With her next kiss, I felt a
great release within me and my
fears were no more. I was free
and knew that I would never let
myself be far from those eyes.
Ever.

Subway
by

Lauren Mueller ’02

Features Guest Writer

On a cold winter night, Jason walked
out of the house and slammed the door
behind him. “Another night, another
fight,” he thought to himself. “I don’t
know how much more of this I can take.”
Every time he comes to this place, it’s
the same. Nothing is ever good enough
for them. What are you going to do with
your life? You need new clothes. You
need a new haircut. How could you get
a “C” in that class? Why can’t you be
more like your brother? God, if he had a
nickel for every time he heard that, he
could pay his credit card bill.
He thrust his hands in his pockets and
pulled his jacket up around his face.
While he was walking to the T station,
these questions kept running through his
mind. When he got to the station, he put
in a token and pushed through the
turnstiles to head back downtown on the
Red line. While he was running, he saw
something out of the comer of his eye
that made him stop short.

In front of him, covered only with a
newspaper, was a young boy hiding
under a box. Looking closely at his face,
Jason realized the kid could be the same
age as him. Not only that, but that could
have been him lying under that box. For
some reason, tears started sliding down
his face as he saw the boy shivering in
his sleep. He reached into his wallet and
pulled out all his money. He slipped the
money into a cup lying next to the boy’s
head, turned around, and ran out of the
T station.
Running all the way back to his
parent’s house, with the tears beginning
to freeze on his cheeks, Jason realized
how much his parents really loved him
and just wanted him to do his best.
Without their love and support, he could
have been that boy lying on the cold
subway floor. He stood facing the house
where he grew up with this picture
imprinted on his mind. He then
swallowed his pride and walked up to
the door. Without knocking, the door
opened, and he was welcomed back with
loving arms.
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Who is your favorite superhero and why?

“Wonder Woman, because I like ‘em rough.”
Jill Burnie ’ 02 Peter Brodbeck ’02

“Superman, because he’s so hot.”
Kelly Romanowicz ’04 Maura Desfosses ’04

“She-Ra, because she’s He-Man’s sister.”
Christina Pelloni ’03
“The Incredible Hulk, because he looks like he’s made
out of spinach.”
Lina Pinciaro ’03

“Mighty Mouse: do you really need an explanation?”
Catherine Curtis ’04 Erik Baumann ’01

“Rogue, because she’s wicked hot.”
Matthew Burrows’04 Tim Batea ’04 Jon Yorke’04

“Superman, because he’s old school.”
Chris Anrin ’04

Lucy: “Catwoman, because she carries a whip. Meow.”

Ethel: “Jem, because she’s truly outrageous.”
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Senior Mass
St. Dominic Chapel
Wednesday, May 2nd
9:00 p.m.

Join your classmates for one of
your last on-campus Masses
Individual blessings after Mass
Sandwiches and ice cream
sundaes to follow in the
CamDus Ministry Center

What:
When:
Where:

Time:

Latino Expo 2001
Saturday, April 28th
Feinstein 4th Floor
Function Room
6:00 - 11:00 p.m.

Come enjoy a delicious buffet of
traditional food from the Dominican
Republic, a speaker, folkloric dances, and great
Latino music with
our one and only

Ralphie Tavares!!!

BOP Channel 47

Movies

for

April

When a Man Loves a Woman
Life is Beautiful
Saving Private Ryan
The Fugitive

for

Commencement
Week Volunteer
Friday, April 27th at 9:30 a.m. in the
'Student Congress Office
Limited space
Questions? Call Steve x4222

Stuart's

Coffeehouse

Batman

Movies

Sign up to be a

Every Tuesday from 8:00 - 11:00p.m.

May

La Bamba
Dazed and Confused
Caddyshack
Back to the Future
■v

May 1st:

Karaoke Night
w/ Taco Bell
Come show off your singing
abilities with karaoke!
Free Taco Bell food
for everyone!!!
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WE ARE HIRING!
Be part of one of the most exciting and interesting organizations on
campus. Ifyou are looking to try something new or gain experience in
journalism, in either writing or business, then come by The Cowl in
Slavin 104A and pick up an application.

Sports
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Black Pack loses
in first round of
National Tourney

Last weekend, the Providence
College Men’s Rugby team flew to
Reno, Nevada, to play in the biggest
game in PC Rugby history — the
National Rugby Tournament, slated to
face Arkansas State. The Black Pack put
together a great show, but unfortunately
came up short against the highly talented
Arkansas St. squad, losing in a nail-biter,
26-22. The loss came as a surprise to
the Black Pack, who played in three
inches of snow with only the lines
shoveled off.
“We came out and played great
Rugby in the first half, but did not play
up to our full potential in second,” said
senior Brian Piantedosi. “That, along
with some bad bounces due to the

weather, contributed to the loss.”
The scoring in the first game
was led by junior Seth Moran, who
had two tries in the losing effort.
Also adding to the point count was
senior Ryan Kelley, who had one
try, along with sophomore Jeff
Karam and senior Matt Hadfield.
Senior Mike Finocchi made one
out of four extra kicks during the
game.
After the loss to Arkansas, the
Providence College Rugby team
had one last game against
Washington State University. In
this game the Black Pack
dominated WSU, winning by a
score of 40-0. The Black Pack
triumphed in all aspects of the
game as they ended their time in
Reno on a high note.
Scoring for the Black Pack was
lead by seniors R.J. Terpstra, Ryan
Kelley, and Mike Liberatore who
all scored tries.
Junior Dan
Malveyadded added one try and Mike
Finocchi was five of six on his extra
kicks. The Black Pack should not be too
disappointed, however, having left Reno
as the fifth best college rugby team in
the nation, and accomplished what no PC
Rugby team had done in the past.
.“Overall, in the tournament
everybody on the team played solid
rugby on both days,” concluded
Piantedosi. “Against Arkansas St. it did
not gel as well as it did against
Washington St. The whole season is one
I’ll always remember.”

courtesy ofPhillipe Carson ’04
PC Men’s RFC
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Women’s Rugby
advances to Beast
of the East final
While the Men’s Rugby Team
strove in vain for success at the
Division II Nationals in Reno this
past weekend, the Women’s
Rugby Team can boast about an
impressive performance at the
annual Beast of the East
Tournament in Portsmouth, RI.
They finished with a record of 21 at the two-day, 72 team
tournament, and placed second in
the Women’s Division I bracket,
losing in the final match to Vassar,
17-0.
The Providence Women began
their climb to the final with a 190 victory over Boston University
on Saturday morning. Solid
defensive play, led by junior
Laura Dolezal, continually
thwarted BU in their attempts to
score. Meanwhile, Providence’s
offensive efforts, coordinated by
senior fly-half Sarah Tracy, were
extremely successful, and resulted in
three tries, one from freshman Bailey
Stelmack and two from senior Jen Dean.
In their second match of the day, the
Providence Women faced last year’s
defending champion, UConn. A
spectacular team effort was augmented
by standout play from sophomore Sarah
Pagluicia, and tries scored by junior
Rachel Behan and Dean secured a 12-5
victory for the Black Pack.
The following afternoon, Providence
battled Vassar for the title. Despite a
valiant team effort spearheaded by
seniors Shannon Murray and Nicole
Friscia, the team was defeated 17-0. This
was the closest match for the Vassar team
all weekend, as well as the first loss

suffered by the Providence Women since
last spring.
The successes of the weekend went
beyond the tangible victories on the field.
Their second place finish was the best
the Women have done in their long
history of playing in the tournament,
surpassing their Division II semifinal
appearance two years ago.
Furthermore, all three teams the
Black Pack played against were Division
I teams, whereas the Providence Women
were just awarded a berth in Division II
this past fall, and will play in that
division in the upcoming season.

courtesy of Jen Dean '01
PC Women’s RFC

Four qualify for
nationals at Mt. Sac
by

R.J. Friedman ’03

Sports Editor

Although their results may not have
been as high as first hoped, several
members of the Providence College
Outdoor Track team reached their goals
this past weekend at the Mount SAC
Relays — a qualifying time and spot in
the
NCAA
Outdoor
Track
Championships at the end of May.
Leading the way for the Friars was
senior captain and Cross Country
National Champion Keith Kelly, who
qualified for the NCAA Championships
by finishing in second place in the
10,000 meters in a time of 28:32.55.
Kelly’s time is currently the second
fastest in the country, making him an
instant contender for his second
individual national championship.
“I was more than happy with the time
I ran,” said Kelly. “I’m even more
pleased with the fact that it was the
number two time in the country. It puts
me in good shape going into the Big East
[Championships].”
Sophomore Adam Sutton also ran the
10,000 meters, and qualified for the
NCAA Championship in a time of
29:10.98, good for an 11th place finish.
Despite being boxed in for most of
the race, causing him to place in 23rd
place, junior Hamish Thorpe also
qualified for the NCAA Championships
by running the 5,000 meters in 14:03.21.
“A few people didn’t run as fast as
they wanted,” explained Kelly. “Some
of it is attributed to the toughness of the
other runners, while the rest is just some
bad placing of strategy. All in all we had
solid runs; it just wasn’t as fast as they

PROVIDENCE and Greater BOSTON Locations

Full-time or Part-time
Significant Income Potential
Gentle Giant, Boston’s premier moving company is
had hoped.”
Thus was the case on the Women’s
side, where sophomores Emer O’Shea
and Roisin McGettigan both failed to
place in the 1,500 meters.
Sophomore Claire Shearman placed
30th in the 5,000 meters in a time of
16:36.79. Due to the fast pace of her
race, Shearman’s time was good enough
to qualify for the NCAA Championship.
Sophomore Brooke Freeburg again
just missed qualifying for the NCAA
Championships in the javelin, finishing
sixth with a throw of 43.52 meters.
Directly ahead, the Track team are the
Penn Relays, which are scheduled for
this weekend at the University of
Pennsylvania. While Freeburg and other
runners are taking another shot at
qualifying for the NCAA’s, Kelly and
company will participate in the 4 x mile
relay, looking to break the school record,
which is currently at the 16:20 mark.
“Overall, we don’t know what to
expect, but we should definitely have
some fun this weekend,” said Kelly.
“After that, we turn our focus to the Big
Easts.” The Big East Championships are
scheduled for next weekend. May 5-6,
at Rutgers University.

interested in hiring intelligent, articulate individuals to work as
movers. Strength and above average fitness are required. Hiring
men and women. Great job for athletes and others looking to
stay in shape over the summer. Help is needed in our
Providence, RI, Somerville, Weymouth, Needham,
Framingham, Tewksbury, Acton and Beverly, MA
locations. If you like physical work and like making money...
CHECK US OUT!
*****************************************

GRADUATES
No career job yet? Not sure what you want to do next? Want a
job that gives you the flexibility to pursue travel, education or
other life interests? Just need a temporary position? Most of
our movers answer yes to at least one of these questions. If you
think we can help you out give us a call. Great income
potential. Benefits for full-time employees.

For additional information call David at
617-806-1008 or 800-466-8844
www.gentlegiant.com
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The Providence
Athletes of the Week
Claire Shearman
(Junior - Portsmouth, N.H.)
Shearman placed 30th in the 5,000 meters in a time of 16:36.79
at the Mt. SAC Relays in Walnut, Calif, on April 20-22. With
her time of 16:36.79, Shearman qualified for the NCAA
Outdoor Track Championship.

SportShorts
John Farley named
MAAC Goaltender of the Week
Junior John Farley was named
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Goaltender of the Week in lacrosse for
the second time this year, with his
stellar performance in a 9-5 victory over
conference foe Marist. In the win, he
faced 32 shots, made 18 saves, and
allowed just five goals. The win also
kept the Friars alive for a spot in the
conference playoffs. Farley is second
in the conference, with a .606 save
percentage and a 9.13 goals against

KeithKelly
(Senior - Drogheda, Ireland)
Kelly was the top Friar finisher, placing second in the 10,000
meters (28:32.55) at the prestigious Mt. SAC Relays in
Walnut, Calif, on April 20-22. With his time of 28:32.55,
Kelly qualified for the NCAA Outdoor Track Championship.

average.
Providence is unbeaten at home this
season with a perfect 5-0 record. The
only other team to do so was the 1985
Friars, who also went 5-0. The 2001
team has the opportunity to rewrite the
history books on Tuesday, May 1, as
they take on Siena in the only
remaining home game of the season. A
win would give the Friars an
unprecendented 6-0 home record.

Skip Dunphy
(Sophomore - Manhasset, N.Y.)
Dunphy led the Friars Lacrosse team to a 9-5 victory over
Marist College to remain in the hunt for the fourth and final
spot in the MAAC playoffs. Dunphy scored six points on
one goal and five assists.

Darlene Stephenson selected to
attend leadership conference
Freshman Women’s Ice Hockey
player Darlene Stephenson was selected
to attend the fifth annual NCAA
Foundation Leadership Conference.
She is one of 300 student-athletes
chosen from a total of 1,084
nominations from NCAA member
institutions that participate in the
CHAMPS/Life Skills Program. The
conference will be held May 28 through
June 1, 2001, at Lake Buena Vista, FL.
Stephenson is a member of the Friar
Leadership Council and was named to
the ECAC All-Rookie Squad and All
Academic Team in her first year of
collegiate hockey. She finished the
season third in points (33) and goals
(14) and second in assists (19).
The mission of the NCAA FLC is to
provide a diverse group of the nation’s
top student-athletes an opportunity to
actively participate in challenging and
thought-provoking activities that will
enable them to become better leaders
on their campuses and in their
communities. Those chosen to
participate will represent all NCAA
divisions, 22 different sports, and more
than 20 countries.

This Week’s Schedule
April 27 - May 2
Team

Sat

Fri

Outdoor
Track

@ Penn Relays

Softbali.

@ Pittsburgh
11:00 AM

Lacrosse

@ Sacred
Heart
2:00 PM

W

4
3
3
2
0
0

L
0
1
2
3
3
5 .
6
5
6
8

Wed

Tues

Thurs

©Yale
Invitational
@ Notre
Dame
11:00 PM

@ Brown
University
3:00 PM

@ Siena
College
2:00 PM

@ Green Valley
Invitational

MAAC Men’s Lacrosse Standings
Overall
MAAC
9
7
6
5

Mon

Tennis

Golf

Team
Quinnipiac*
Mt. St. Mary’s
Sacred Heart
St. Joseph’s
Providence
Manhattan
Marist
Canisius
Siena
Wagner

Sun,

T

W

0
0
0
0

12
8
7
5

0

6

0
0
0
0
0

5
4
5
0
1

L
1
5
5
8
7
8
7
6
M0
11

•

Softball Big East Standings
Big East Conference
Non-Conference Standings
T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

w
Team
12
Notre Dame
11
Villanova
UConn
8
Seton Hall
8
Virginia Tech
8
St. John’s
6
BC
6
Rutgers
■ -4
Syracuse
3
Pittsburgh
3
Providence
3

L

Pct.

W

0
1
4
6
6
8
10
8
9
9

1.00
.917
.571
.571
.429
.375
.333
.250
.250

40
34
23
20
32
28
23
20
12
10

11

.214

21

.667

L
3
4

Pct.
.930
.895

18
11

25
21
17
21
33

.561
.645
.627
.528
.523
.541
.364
.233

23

.477

19
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College Scoreboard
Intramural Report
Volleyball

Ultimate Frisbee
Team
Win
Slipped Disc
11
7
Alabama
7
Red Bull
Whalers
7
Whip It
5
Arete
5
Geckos
5
Sw. Leprechaun 4
W. Red Storm 2
2
The Cowl
Negril, Jamaica I
The Hallways 0
AL East
Team
Win
3
Ned’s Nuts
ChillBub.com
1
MeGrundles
1
The Bombers
0
Hurley All-Stars 0

Loss
0
2
2
2
3
5
5
4
' 7
9
8
9

East

Team
Win
Bombs
6
Supa Star/
5
Ferrier
5
Allen
4
Mystic Spirals
3
Desert Storm
3
B-town’s Finest 0
Slamo
0

AL West
Loss Team
Win
0
2
Sloppy Seconds
1
Pray for Rain
1
2 PT Legends
1
2 Team Softball
0
2
Dank Nuggets
0
Oakland
0

North

South

Loss
1
2
2
3
4
4
7
7

Team
Dirty South
McDermott
Airborne
Free Agents
Ravens
Budian
Aces

Win
7
5
5
4
3
2
1

Loss
0
2
2
3
4
5
6

Team
Win
7
W/ Ourselves
6
404 Punch
The Magic
5
Wegan
3
Desea
3
2
Aces
2
Gravity
0
Mullaney

Loss
0
1
2
4
4
5
5
7

NL West
Win
Team
Dirty South
3
Calbarrus Mts.
2
1
Bada Bings
Gary
1
PC Plumbers U. 0

Loss
0
1
1
2
3

Softball
Loss
0
0
0
1
2
2

This week in Friars history...

NL East
Team
\Vin
Meagher Leg.
3
Boondock Saints 2
Blackout
1
G. A. RoLizards 1
Lone Rangers
0
No Use f/ Name 0

Loss
0
1
0
1
2
3

Women’s AL

Team
Asteroids
Harrigan
Pink Ladies
Superstars
Sullivan

Women’s NL

Win
1
1
1
1
0

Loss

0
1
1
1
1

Team
Win
Bad News Bears 2
2
The Quad Stars
2
NoressaC.
R. Beans & Rice 2
1
Somerdonnas

Loss
1
1
2
2
2

Interleague Players

Team
Win
2001
3
Belligerent
3
Bart. Deconst.
1
Team 4:20
1
Carpet Cleaners 0
Dukes of Hazard 0

May 2,1928
Eddie Wineapple pitches the first and only no-hit, no run game against
Lowell Textile Institute as PC wins, 9-0. Wineapple becomes the first PC
player to be drafted by the Major Leagues (Washington Senators - 1929).
April 27,1920
PC plays in its first intercollegiate athletic contest, an exhibition baseball
game against the Rhode Island School of Design. RISD wins the game, 4-3.

May 1,1931
Edward L. Carter ’32 records the first match win by a PC tennis player
against Springfield College.

April 30,1932

Loss
. o
1
1
2
3
4

WlFFLEBALL

American League

Team
O’Connor
Oakland H’s
Carpentieri
Joost Ooms
LD’s
Chuchefusco

PC golf team participates in its first match, an exhibition opening Triggs
Memorial Park Municipal Course. Boston College defeats PC, 5-1.

Win
5
4
4
4
2
0

National League

Loss
1
2
1
1
4
5

Win
Team
4
K.H. All-Stars
Dore Hall Militia 3
3
Bananadogs
2
Masrsico
0
Wiffles
Guzman Playaz 0

LQSS
0
0
2
2
4
4

CLASSIFIEDS
Opportunity

Employment

Opportunity

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups.
Earn $1,000- $2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 9233238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.

Full time summer jobs available:
Positions include order packing to
customer service. The jobs are available
part time in the Spring, full time in the
Summer and part time again in the Fall.
Please apply in person at Donnelly’s
School Apparel 333 Niantic Ave
Providence

Want to be seen by over
4,000 people each week?
This space could be yours!
Contact The Cowl at 865-2214
about advertising in the
classified section!

April 26,2001
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Pitching lone bright spot
-continued

At this point we just want to continue to
play hard and try our best.

Cori Van Dusen ’04
competition.
Head Coach Dana Fulmer has tried
various approaches to increase her
squad’s production, but nothing has
worked up to this point. Early in the
season, she relied on a set lineup, but
lately she’s been auditioning spots in the
lineup and awarding them to the hitter
with the hot hand.
Over the weekend, the team struggled
badly to get runners across the plate
when they got them on base. The team
left eight on base in the first game against
Connecticut at home on Sunday, which
they dropped by a score of 7-3. The
second game, the team managed only
five hits and lost 10-1. Despite the loss,
the team regarded the first game against
Connecticut among the best they’ve
played all season. The Huskies are
especially tough this year, and
sophomore Missy Peterson was
impressed with the team’s effort.
“We talked about the game
afterwards,” said Peterson, “and Coach
[Fulmer] said it was the first time all
season we’ve played together. It was
definitely one of the best games we’ve
played so far.”
Throughout the Big East schedule,
the team has made a habit of making
poor on-field decisions. The situation
has not gone unnoticed by the team.
“We’ve definitely talked about the
mental errors. Maybe we’ve just been
playing a little too tense,” said Peterson.
The team did manage a win against
the Syracuse Orangewomen on Saturday,
but were only able to manage six hits in
the two games combined.
The
Orangewomen dominated the first game,
11-2, but the Lady Friars were able to
win the second game, 1-0, behind strong
pitching from starter Missy Peterson.
Her record has since improved to 11-8
on the season after a win Tuesday against
Sacred Heart.

Peterson is another reason the team
is expecting to play well next year. She
and Van Dusen will be the team’s 1-2
starters going into the season, and
starting pitching is considered one of the
stronger areas of the team.
“They’ve definitely done their job
this year. We’ve let them down some
times defensively, but they’re doing the
best they can,” said sophomore first
baseman Amber Carr.
Of course, pitching hasn’t been the
main problem this season — offense has.
Senior catcher Kerri Jackletts’
impending departure certainly will not
help matters. Two of the team’s better
hitters include senior infielders Nicole
Nelson and Gwyn Mangini.
“We’re definitely going to miss
Gwyn at the top of the lineup. When you
think of leadoff hitters, she’s exactly
what comes to mind, and Nicole has been
awesome as a cleanup hitter,” said Carr.
The team will also be losing senior
pitcher Robyn West, who has given the
team several strong outings, and
outfielder Lynette Rosa.
With those players departing, it will
open the door for the younger players to
develop into leaders. Amber Carr is one
of those the team expects to anchor the
offense in the future; Carr thinks the team
will be in good hands next year.
“Janelie [Gervais] is going to do
really well in the leadoff spot, Cori [Van
Dusen] is a good hitter and we have
several other recruits coming in also,”
said Carr.
Even with highly regarded recruits,
there is little doubt that the club will miss
the leadership — not to mention the
offense — of their seniors, which they
can little afford to lose right now.
“[Jackletts] is such a great hitter,
we’re definitely going to miss her; we’re
going to miss all of our seniors. But we
think we can be just as good next year if

Sophomore pitcher Missy Peterson has been a victim
of little run support this season.
we play like we’re capable of,” said a doubleheader remaining against Notre
Dame, the team has a chance to gauge
hopeful Peterson.
With just five dates left on the themselves against the best team in the
schedule, and no chance at the playoffs, Big East, not to mention an opportunity
the team is looking for inspiration and to spoil a perfect (12-0) Big East season
motivation to play their hardest. With a by the Fighting Irish.

Key game against
St. Joe’s this weekend
-continued from back pagegame, giving him 35 for the season. He
needs only three more assists to tie the
school record of 38, which was set by
Jack Crowley in 1988. Farley-made 18
saves for the
while his counterpart
on Marist only managed 12 saves.
“He’s a great all-around player,” said
Head Coach Chris Burdick about
Ojakian. “He generates and creates
offense. Also, through dodging, he’s
able to set up other players to score in
man,-up situations.”
PC now holds a 6-7 record, 4-3 in the

J.

Pre-Session I May 23-30

June Session IJune 4-29
July Session /July 2-27

4^.

June-July 8-tveek Session
Post-Session / August 1 -7

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
School of Continuing Education
Fairfield, Connecticut

Contact us toll-free .
at 866-FFD-UNIV, or '
www.fairfield.edu/sce.

MAAC. . With two very important
conference games coming up, the first
one against Sacred Heart University on
Saturday in Fairfield, CT, and the second
at home against Siena at 2 p.m. on
Tuesday, the Friars will clinch a berth in
the playoffs if they win both games.
“Siena shouldn’t be much of a
problem,” said Ojakian. “Sacred Heart
is a really good team. If we lose there’s
a small chance we won’t make the
tournament Everyone’s excited about
it because it’s a do or die situation.”
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by
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Kyle Ojakian ’02
PC Lacrosse standout quickly adapts
to his new surroundings

Meaghan Donah ’03

Sports Staff

When the word transition is
mentioned, especially in an
athletic context, thoughts of
physical and mental demand, as
well as execution, come to one’s
mind. Junior midfielder Kyle
Ojakian exemplifies a kind of
transition that has been
executed quite precisely.
When Ojakian transferred to
Providence College in the fall
of 2000 and planned to play out
his final two years of collegiate
eligibility with the Men’s
Lacrosse Program, he was
handed the #1 jersey. Did the
coaching staff have extremely
high expectations? Was there a
Higher Force with a plan? Or,
has Ojakian pushed himself in
order to live up to the number
on his game jersey?
Whatever the reason, the
midfielder has literally assumed
the number on his jersey.
Presently, Ojakian, a rookie to
Division I lacrosse, leads the
nation with assists. In addition
to being number one in the
nation with 35 assists, he is
three assists away from
breaking the school record for
assists in a single season. PC
graduate Jack Crowley set this
record in 1988.
Playing at the premiere level
may be new to Ojakian, but the
game of lacrosse is not. The
Cheshire, Connecticut native
was a four-year lacrosse

TOM MAGUIRE

TOM MAGUIRE

Ojakian is only three assists away from breaking the school record for assists in a season.
letterman at Cheshire High provide a spark for the PC new and promising talent.
While Ojakian was recruited by
School, where Ojakian earned offense.
First team All-Area, All
While at Dean, the 5’10" the best Division II and III
League,
and
All-State team captain played in 26 programs in the country, he
accolades. The superb passer games and scored 46 goals. explained that he enjoyed the
led the team to the 1998 League Ojakian was a first-team All coaching staff, the academic
Championship and was bound New England Selection and was reputation, the location, and the
for college lacrosse, and in awarded the honor of 2000 Division One status of
addition, lettered in football and Male Athlete of the Year at Providence College.
Ojakian pointed out
basketball.
Dean. Ojakian’s greatest asset,
After high school, Ojakian however, was his passing specifics when he spoke of the
attended Dean College from ability. Currently he holds the transition from high school and
1998 to 2000 to play lacrosse. record for all-time assists in a Dean College to lacrosse at PC.
The committed athlete would single season with 55 and the “It’s different. Everything is a
find the success at Dean that most career assists (85) at Dean. lot more controlled and mental.
would in two years transform
Providence Head Coach You don’t just get the ball and
Ojakian into a Friar - a speedy, Chris Burdick and his staff run and gun. Instead, you have
dedicated Friar that would could not help but notice the to think a lot more about

formations.”
“At Dean I knew that 1
would have the opportunity to
play; here, I wasn’t planning on
it. I knew I would have to work
for a position. It was totally
unexpected, but it’s been great,”
remarked Ojakian on his recent
success.
If it was unexpected to the
transfer, his successful and
smooth transition was no
surprise to others. Fellow
teammate and sophomore
defenseman Matt Berk praised
Ojakian.
“He acclimated to our
program so well. Even if he
didn’t know the plays, he
observed them and quickly
learned and adjusted with no
problem,” said Berk.
Berk further went on to say,
“The thing that I love about
Kyle is that he never wants to
come off the field. He is
honestly upset when practice
ends.”
It is with this attitude and his
quick learning that Ojakian will
continue to bring success to the
Providence Lacrosse program.
Ojakian contends that his
passing, assists, and mental
concept of the game are his
strongest
assets,
while
admitting that he would like to
reduce his number of turnovers.
The future Providence graduate
is pursuing a secondary
education degree and hopes to
teach and coach at the high
school level.

Spotlight on
PC lacrosse’s
assist leader,
page 35

While
I sit
waiting
Beep... beep... beep... beep...

For the past week, all Provi
dence College students return
ing next year have participated
in the biannual ritual of course
registration. While PC students
everywhere suffered for hours
on the receiving end of a con
stant busy signal, the student
athletes of PC have enjoyed not
only the weather, but the luxury
of pre-registering for all of their
classes.

Beep... beep... beep... beep...
While I understand the need
for athletes to base their class
schedules around their practice
schedules, it should not come at
the expense of hundreds of PC
students’ schedules, many of
whom have been forced to alter
their curriculum plans because
core requirements are halfway
filled be RIGHT HERE IN
fore registration
even be BLACK AND WHITE
gins. As a R.J. Friedman '03
Sports Editor
result, full
tuition-paying students are
doomed to take classes they
would, in most cases, rather not
take, while athletes get their
soupe du jour.

B W

Beep... beep. ..beep... beep...

So what can be done about
this situation? Two ideas come
to mind. First, we could have
only the athletes in season pre
register for classes. Does la
crosse and softball really need
to pre-register for the fall when
they don’t play until the spring?
What about soccer or volleyball
in the Spring? Chances are,
probably not.
A second choice may come
as a reality shock to some, but
exactly how hard is it to sched
ule practices for after 2:30 PM
in the day? Personally, I haven’t
scheduled a class past 2:30 PM
yet, and I still have time to do
my extra-curriculars and home
work, and get a night’s sleep
equal to any college kid. Any
athlete that cares about their
academics can do the same.

Sports

See what
all this
ruck is about,
page 31

Down and out
A lackluster weekend eliminates the Lady Friars
Softball team from playoff contention
by

Chris Dankberg ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College
Women’s Softball team again
struggled against their Big East
rivals this past week. Presented
with an opportunity to climb
back into the Big East playoff
picture, the Lady Friars split a
doubleheader against Syracuse,
and were swept by Connecticut.
However, the team re
bounded Tuesday by shutting
out Sacred Heart twice, 2-0 and
6-0. The wins improved the
team to 18-12 in non
conference play. It’s in
conference games that matter
most, however, and the team is
just 3-11 thus far. They are in
last place in the Big East, and
have been officially eliminated
from the playoffs.
The team has struggled to
find a rhythm offensively since
conference play started up, and
they are still grasping to find a
way to score runs.
“We haven’t been able to
take advantage of our field the
way other teams have. It’s
extremely hard, we just aren’t
putting the ball in play enough,”
explained freshman standout
pitcher Cori Van Dusen.

JOHN ENGLISHMEN '03/The Cowl

Sophomore Missy Peterson tries to keep up with the UConn defense on Sunday.
Van Dusen is one of the has worked herself to the front at 1.51. The poor record can be
reasons the team remains of the rotation, and is now attributed to Van Dusen’s rise up
confident as the season winds being counted on as one of the to “weekend starter,” meaning
down and their attention turns to team’s aces for next year. she faces the tougher, Big East
next year. Expected to be the While her record isn’t
Pitching, page 34
club’s third starter, Van Dusen impressive (4-10), her ERA is

Lax in must-win situation

Beeep... beep... beep. ..beep...

A final thought.
If all else fails, I have a sug
gestion for a new intramural
sport: rapid phone dialing.
Honestly, I think I could have a
shot at winning, and I’d more
than gladly take on any hockey
or basketball player who has
never had the opportunity to
partake in such a joyous PC ac
tivity. In an hour period, I av
erage about 600 redials an hour,
800 when I’m really frustrated.
So while I’m in conceptual
physics instead of a simple as
tronomy course, remember that
fateful sound...
Beep... beep... beep... beep...

PETE JOHNSON ’03/The Cowl

Freshman Brian O’Rorke contests an opponent up the field.
by Virginia

Cheng ’03

Sports Staff

Winning at home has been a
specialty for the Providence
College Men’s Lacrosse team
this season, as five of the six
Friar wins have come on Glay
Field. Unfortunately on Tues
day, the Friars had to travel
across town to face the Brown
University Bears and came
home with a discouraging 18-2
defeat.
“It wasn’t too good,” said

junior Kyle Ojakian. “We had a
lot of guys injured. A lot of our
top defensemen couldn’t play
for a while. No one was really
happy about it, but no one was
too down.”
The game started off closely,
as both teams only scored one
goal each in the first quarter.
Brown got on the board first
with a goal at the 9:34 mark.
Senior Jim Dooley found the
back of the net for the first Friar
goal to tie the game with 1:01
remaining in the quarter.

Freshman Kevin Komobis was
credited with the assist on the
play.
Brown scored the first five
goals of the second quarter, but
junior Chris Houston tried to
keep PC close with a goal off
of a pass from sophomore Skip
Dunphy. However, that was
the last time PC put another
point on the board, as it was
all Brown from then on. The
Bears scored 16 unanswered
goals to completely shut down
the Friar offense.

“Our offense didn’t even
have the ball that much,” said
Ojakian. “Their offense had
control of the ball. If we can’t
get the ball, we can’t score.”
Junior John Farley, who was
named the MAAC Goaltender of
the Week, was unable to stop the
Bear offensive. He made 11
saves while allowing 10 goals in
just less than 39 minutes of play.
Freshman Paul Doran made one
save and allowed seven goals in
18:15 minutes of play.
Freshman Brian Jordan allowed
one goal in 5:42 minutes of play.
Last Saturday, the Friars
earned their first and only road
win so far this season. They
defeated the Marist College Red
Foxes 9-5 in Poughkeepsie,
N.Y., to keep their playoff hopes
alive.
Dunphy came up big for PC
once again with one goal and
five assists. Houston, Dooley,
and sophomore Jon Meehan
tallied two goals each, while
sophomore Dave Kole and
freshman Ryan Phillips added
one goal apiece.
“We played really good
defense that whole game,” said
Ojakian. “Our defense at the
beginning of the game said they
were only going to let up five
goals and they did it. The
penalties killed us, which made
it close. It was good because it
was the first time we put a team
away in the end.”
Ojakian had an assist in the

Key game, page 34

